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Executive Summary 
 

This report assesses the major 
challenges and risks associated with cyberspace 
and how the Government of Canada can 
navigate these issues through a new regulatory 
framework. The goal for this new framework is for 
Canada and the international community to 
develop an international cyber regime that 
promotes innovation; facilitates access to 
credible information; protects individual and state 
well-being; brings about government and 
corporate transparency and accountability; and 
engenders stability, trust and cooperation among 
all major stakeholders. 
 This report begins with an introduction 
that outlines the importance of regulating 
cyberspace, especially given the recent push 
from New Zealand after the Christchurch Mosque 
Massacre. That event, which was broadcast live 
on Facebook by the shooter himself, shows that 
both Canada and the rest of the international 
community need to make major changes to 
cyber-related policies to ensure that such an 
event cannot happen again. As a result, this 
report has been broken into six different sections 
which examines a wide range of issues that face 
both domestic and international regulators. 
These parts are: International Development, 
Corporate Considerations, Individual Privacy 
Rights, Canada’s 5G Networking, Information 
Warfare, and Election Interference. 
 Each section will examine relevant cases 
and highlight the regulatory risks and challenges 
associated with these specific issues.  

Additionally, they will make a 
recommendation based on these findings that 

coincide with the goals outlined above. Section-
specific recommendations are as follows: the 
International Development section will 
recommend that Canada and IGOs incorporate 
cyber-capabilities and cryptocurrencies into their 
delivery of development aid; the Corporate 
Considerations section will recommend that 
governments regulate channels through which 
corporations interact with the internet to ensure 
that these interactions are secure and direct self-
interested behaviour to benefit the public good; 
the Individual Privacy Rights section will 
recommend that governments and corporate 
actors work to protect the individual’s right to 
personal privacy and control over the collection 
and use of individual private data, and prevent 
the misuse of this information; the section on 
Canada’s 5G Networking will recommend that 
the Government of Canada explore alternatives 
to Huawei’s 5G technology to maintain Canada’s 
relationship with the US and its position in the 
Five Eyes network; the Information Warfare 
section will recommend that governments 
mitigate the ability of non-state actors to 
weaponize information and utilize information 
warfare tactics; and, the Elections Interference 
section will recommend that states should assist 
corporate, civil society, and individual actors to 
mitigate the spread of mis/disinformation that can 
be harmful to democratic processes.  At the 
conclusion of the case studies, we have provided 
a full reflection of all of the recommendations as 
well as an audit of each section using 
international relations theory will be provided.
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Introduction 
 

On Friday March 15th, 2019 an assailant 
equipped with an assault rifle covered with hate 
slogans live-streamed the massacre of over fifty 
innocent civilians gathered in a mosque in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. In the aftermath of 
the shooting, one of the first conversations New 
Zealand’s Prime Minister had was with Facebook 
executive, Sheryl Sandberg, in a plea to the 
social media giant to stop the spread of hate 
speech and remove all instances of the video. 

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison 
reacted to the event by penning a letter to 
Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, urging him to 
bring internet regulations to the forefront of the 
upcoming June 2019 G-20 summit in Osaka. In 
the letter, Morrison called it “unacceptable to 
treat the internet as an ungoverned space,” 
calling for world leaders to lay out “clear 
consequences” for those individuals who 
proliferate extremism online, as well as those 
companies which facilitate terrorism and the 
spread of extremist ideas.1 

This year marks the 30th anniversary of 
the internet and there has never been a greater 
urgency for the development of cyber regulations 
in the form of a cyber regime.  Since its inception, 
regulation of the internet has been limited, 
making it emblematic of a lawless space akin to 
the Wild West.  The tragedy at Christchurch 
highlights the stark reality of the lack of 
regulations online. Twenty-four hours after the 
event occurred, there were over 1.5 million 
versions of the video portraying the massacre 
circulating on Facebook's platform. However, by 
the time Facebook took action and deleted many 
of these instances, there were already millions 
more of the video circulating across the web 
through alternative websites.2 

Considering the upcoming G-20 summit, 
Prime Minister Morrison’s call to action indicates 
the timeliness of this report.  The research and 
findings of this report lay out the guiding 
principles necessary for Canada to lead these 
discussions of cyber regulations at the G20, and 
take a leadership role in developing a 
subsequent international cyber regime. The 
recommendations in this project address the 
concerns and interests of various stakeholders in 
cyberspace, including individuals, civil society 
groups, private corporations, non-profit 
organizations, state actors and international 
organizations. This report provides a set of 
recommendations based on an analysis of the 
major challenges, risks, and benefits of 
cyberspace. They will better position Canada and 
the international community to develop a cyber 
regime that promotes innovation, facilitates 
access to credible information, protects individual 
and state well-being, encourages government 
and corporate transparency and accountability, 
while finally engendering trust and cooperation 
among people, non-state actors, the private 
sector, and states. 

Cyberspace is omnipresent. It is a 
tangible extension of the human experience, in 
which both the negative and positive aspects of 
humanity can be either amplified or suppressed. 
This project is founded on the belief that the 
development of norms through effective cyber 
governance is able to promote the potentially 
beneficial elements of cyberspace while 
tempering its negative impact. 
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Definitions 
 
5G: 5G or the “Fifth Generation,” the newest iteration of wireless technology, is specifically engineered to 
significantly increase speed and responsiveness. The speed at which the 5G functions is fast enough to 
support innovative technology such as self-driving cars and Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Anti-Intellectualism: Anti-intellectualism is discourse against largely accepted scientific ideas and 
literature. It is propagated through online mediums, specifically utilizing information warfare to spread their 
message. This includes the anti-vaccination movement and climate denial, and also can include general 
attacks on those who are highly educated.  
 
Blockchain: Blockchain is the main book of all Cryptowatch (see definition below) transactions. Blockchain 
records individual transactions and ownership of all cryptocurrencies which are in circulation, and this 
system is managed by the blockchain ‘miners’ who have to update all transactions that have occurred and 
ensure the accuracy of the information. In this way, the security of the transaction is confirmed. 
 
Censorship: Censorship is the monitoring, suppression, or regulation of what can be accessed, 
consumed, or published on the basis that it is considered harmful, false, or misleading. Internet censorship 
can be enacted in reaction to political concerns such as opposition to the government, minority oppression 
and human rights violation, or social concerns regarding sexual content, illegal substances, or other topics 
perceived as offensive or sensitive.  It can be carried out by governments, private actors, or corporations.  
 
Civil Society Actors: Civil society actors are groups of people that are distinct from the government and 
business sectors. Civil society actors are tasked with working in the best interests of citizens and act to hold 
governments and corporations accountable for their actions.  
 
Cryptocurrency/Digital Currency: Cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of 
exchange in return for goods, services, and/or national currencies. Cryptocurrency functions with the help 
of a technique called cryptography which is a process that translates legible information into codes that 
cannot be broken. Bitcoin is an example of a cryptocurrency. 
 
Cryptowatch: Cryptowatch is comparable to a stock exchange, but for cryptocurrency. Cryptowatch is a 
website wherein users can see real-time pricing for different cryptocurrencies which are tradeable. 
 
Cyber Literacy: This is defined as the ability to use technological devices that have access to the internet 
effectively while understanding both the opportunities as well as the implications that result from this form of 
engagement. The promotion of cyber literacy is critical to society’s growing dependence on technology as it 
is a necessity to better protect themselves and others while interacting with cyberspace. This includes 
being aware of disinformation campaigns, identifying reliable sources, and preventing the propagation of 
fake news (see definition).  
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Cyberspace: An “amorphous, supposedly ‘virtual’ world created by links between computers, Internet-
enabled devices, servers, routers, and other components of the Internet’s infrastructure.” In the 1990s, 
cyberspace was a term used to describe the “location” in which people interacted with each other while 
using the Internet. Today, the definition of Cyberspace is broader: “the ubiquitous space that exists in 
relation to the Internet”, as well as “a dynamic broad domain ranging from Internet and its infrastructures to 
social networks.”3  
 
Cyber Technology: Cyber technology is the blanket term used in this report to define online services, 
technologies, and products, including but not limited to: social media platforms, computer servers, mobile 
phones, streaming services, online banking and record keeping, personal computers, email, 
cryptocurrency, and internet provision infrastructure. 
 
Data Processing, or Processing: Data processing is any action taken utilizing personal data, either 
manually or automatically, including but not limited to: collecting, recording, organizing, structuring, storing, 
deleting, transferring, altering, using, or disclosing this data. 
 
Data Profiling, or Profiling: Data Profiling is the automated processing of individual data, for the purposes 
of identifying specific aspects about the individual in question, either for a single use or for retention as part 
of a collection of data on said individual. 
 
Data Sovereignty: Data sovereignty is the concept that information which has been converted and stored 
in binary digital form is subject to the laws of the country in which it is located. 
In states with developed internet infrastructure, this is not an issue, however, in states that are reliant on 
external internet infrastructure, this can be difficult to attain. 

 
Digital Weapons/Arms: Digital weapons/arms are exploits (see definition) that pose security risks. They 
may cause serious breaches of classified data, a calamitous breakdown in the functionality of essential 
infrastructure, and may provide unfettered control of remote computer software and networks.  
 
Disinformation: Disinformation is the deliberate act by a state, collective group, or individual actor to spread 
information that is completely or partially false with aspirations of convincing citizens of untruth. It is often 
used in propaganda campaigns to influence the public and obscure the truth. Disinformation should not be 
confused with misinformation, information that is unintentionally false. 
 
Election Interference: Election Interference has been an issue which dates back prior to the introduction of 
cyber technology. It has evolved as a consequence of the cyberspace. Presently, election interference 
concerns go beyond tampering with votes and hacking into systems to change results. It consists of several 
tactics to mislead users online and target them with mis/disinformation about adversarial political parties and 
their leaders. This is done to try to influence voters to change their voting preferences or abstain from voting 
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in general. Election interference may manifest in the form of fake news articles, forged political party social 
media accounts, and targeted advertisements that build upon algorithms to reinforce an echo chamber. 
 
Exabyte: Exabyte refers to an enormous size of data; one exabyte is equivalent to one billion gigabytes. In 
2018, total world cellular data usage was calculated at 15.8 exabytes. 
 
Exploits: Exploits are packets of computer code that allow hackers to capitalize on vulnerabilities and 
shortcomings in otherwise inaccessible computers, networks, and software.  
 
Fake News: Fake news is the term used to describe content containing disinformation which is deliberately 
spread on traditional news and/or online social media platforms. It is used in reference to traditional media 
outlets like CNN and Fox News, as well as online blogs and websites, spreading false information for political 
ends.  
 
Formal Channels of Terrorism Information Operations: Formal channels of Terrorism Information 
Operations include formally released communiqués, platforms such as billboards in areas that terrorist 
groups control, online publications (such as Dabiq magazine for IS), and officially sponsored videos. The 
goal of formal channels is to deprive populations from reliable sources of information and instead amplify 
and support a group’s narratives and ideological positions while simultaneously creating perceptions of 
legitimacy for the group.  
 
Individual Data: Individual Data is data generated by the actions of a single online user, relating to a single 
identifiable individual, ranging from: metadata about their device and network, online address access 
history, information, and keystrokes entered while online, messages sent and received, or any other form of 
data generated by their online actions.  
 
Individual Data Profile: Individual Data profile is a collection of individual data collected about a single 
user and compiled into a single location, file, or server. This can be processed via any means, and enables 
any actor to view much or all of the individual data collected by the actor in question from a single source.  
 
Informal Channels of Terrorism Information Operations: Informal channels of terrorism information 
operations refers to terrorist members’ use of mobile phones and social-media forums like Twitter, 
Diaspora, Reddit, and Facebook to send text, photo, and video messages in an unofficial capacity in an 
effort to spread their group’s message. Informal channels aim at covertly disrupting narratives provided by 
adversaries.  
 
Information Warfare: Information warfare refers to the development and use of synthetic technologies with 
the intent of influencing and managing mass opinion in a rival or opponent state. 
 
Internet Backbone: The internet backbone refers to the major networks provided by Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs).  
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Internet Exchange Point (IXP): Also referred to as Internet Exchanges (IXs) or Network Access Points 
(NAPs), Internet exchange points allow for the transfer of data from one network to another. Therefore, the 
presence of IXPs is required for interaction between two different networks.  
 
Internet Infrastructure: Internet infrastructure is the current physical infrastructure through which 
computers can connect with the internet and with other computers. 
 
Internet of Things: The Internet of Things refers to the interconnection via the internet embedded in 
everyday devices that allows individuals to transmit and receive data rapidly. This includes devices such as 
smartphones, smart watches, and tablets.  
 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs): ISPs create the infrastructure which allows consumers to connect to 
other individuals on their network, often for a fee.  
 
Knowledge Product: According to the Inter-American Development Bank, a knowledge product is a 
publication of research that is conducted through funding from IGOs.  
 
Metadata: Data about specific pieces of individual data, including but not limited to: timestamps, location 
tags, keystrokes, networks or devices used to generate said data, or the operating system used by said 
device. 
 
Misinformation: Misinformation is false information spread without deliberate intent. Individuals can become 
misinformed and start to spread that information thinking it is factual. 
 
New Media: New media refers to the forms of media that are native to computers and that rely on computer 
technology for redistribution. This can include the internet, smartphones, and computers. It is usually 
interactive as opposed to traditional media. 
 
Terrorist Information Operations: Terrorist information operations refers to the central strategic 
mechanism through which terrorist groups frame politico-military activities. These operations are often 
multi-dimensional, targeting both “friend and foe” through the same content and messages. These 
messages are perpetuated through both formal and informal channels.   
 
Traditional Media: Traditional media refers to sources from where most people historically received 
information. This includes television (cable and satellite), print (newspapers, magazines, and periodicals), 
and radio.  
  
Troll or Opinion Agent: When referring to the internet, a ‘troll’ is someone who purposely posts provocative, 
incorrect, or offensive content with the purpose of garnering a reaction. By eliciting reactions, trolls exert 
immense power over actors as they can often cause their respondents to make a mistake or reveal certain 
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information. Trolls also use tactics such as abuse, doxxing, spamming, and/or mimicking. Doxxing is a 
practice by which “trolls” will publish sensitive or compromising information about a person on the internet, 
usually with malicious intent. In terms of mimicking, trolls will often pretend to be a different actor representing 
a specific brand to discredit members of specific groups.  
 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): V2V pertains to the sharing of data between automobiles relative to traffic 
warnings.   
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Vision  
 
Mission: Our vision for this project is to provide recommendations to develop a cyber regime that promotes 
innovation, facilitates access to credible information, protects individual and state well-being, brings about 
government and corporate transparency and accountability, and engenders stability, trust and cooperation 
among people, non-state actors, the private sector, and states. 
 
Audience: The primary audience of the report is the Government of Canada, for the purpose of creating 
effective and updated approaches to a rapidly developing cyberspace. The report may also be of interest to 
various stakeholders in cyberspace and cyber governance. This can include, but is not limited to: 
individuals, civil society groups, private corporations, non-profit organizations, state actors or international 
organizations. 
 
Intent: This report will examine the major challenges, risks, and benefits related to cyberspace, highlighting 
specific cases and providing recommendations for how to address the cases. These recommendations may 
take the form of state level policy recommendations, best practices for corporate actors, possible protective 
measures taken by individuals, or international-level institutions, and agreements. Any interested party can 
determine which areas of cyber governance warrant their attention and concern, and may potentially act 
upon these recommendations in order to address these concerns. 
 
Guiding Principles: While each segment of this report will address the implications of a single area of 
focus in cyber governance in depth and provide recommendations to address any challenges associated 
with this area, the recommendations made will all be informed by the theoretical groundings outlined in the 
following section of this report: 
 

䄀. International Development: Incorporate cyber-capabilities and cryptocurrencies into the delivery 
method of international development, with a focus on investment in internet infrastructure. 

B. Corporate Considerations: Regulate channels through which corporations interact with the 
internet to ensure these interactions are secure and direct self-interested behavior to benefit the 
public good. 

䌀. Individual Privacy Rights: Protect the individual’s right to personal privacy and control over the 
collection and use of their own private data, and prevent misuse of this information. 

䐀. 5G Network: Enhance Canada’s national cybersecurity capabilities, and explore 5G alternatives 
that will help Canada maintain its position in the Five Eyes network and as a US ally. 

E. Information Warfare: Mitigate the ability of non-state actors to weaponize information and utilize 
information warfare tactics 

䘀. Election Interference: Assist corporate, state, civil, and individual actors in taking a larger role 
within cyberspace in order to mitigate the threat of election interference, and implement regulations 
to better protect the election process and prevent the spread of mis/disinformation related to 
elections. 
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Cyberspace and International Relations Theory 
 

The purpose of this report is to understand the role of cyber-technologies in relation to the state, 
and non-state actors; those including individuals, corporations, non-governmental agencies, or civil society. 
This section of the report will provide the theoretical understanding and critique of the subject matter 
discussed, and the reasons for this discussion. This framing is essential for understanding and expanding 
this complex field which plays an imperative role in contemporary human experience and alters the very 
realities of state and non-state relations with cyber technologies.  

The following section will explore several theoretical frameworks as they problematize and support 
the claims and recommendations made in each section of the report. This section will present a 
constructivist conception of cyber-technologies, the realist and neoliberal assumptions throughout the 
report, the possible reality of an anarchical cyberspace, and finally it will offer solutions informed by critical 
theories of constructivism, postcolonialism, feminism, and queer theory. 

For constructivists, all thoughts, perceptions, and images are constructed from the reality in which 
states and people within them choose to perceive. Some scholars have taken this position further in 
arguing that the predominant international relations (IR) theories have become self-fulling prophecies for 
states. Constructivism is a concept that borrows equally from the rationalism of realism and liberalism, 
while maintaining the ability to take from the postcolonial and feminist critiques of postmodern thought.4 
The framework for constructivism is simply to understand the reasons for interpretations and distortions of 
reality in the relations between nations.5 This report will also highlight the concept of trust, which 
constructivists have often focused on in relation to relations between states since it is constructed and 
deconstructed.6 Alexander Wendt’s works are crucial to constructivist theory and understanding. In 
particular, he offered the strongest criticism of realist realities and theories. He suggested that “anarchy is 
what states make of it,” and once states and actors within states believe this premise they fall into a self-
fulling prophecy in which all actors are self-interested.7 As a result, Wendt concluded that “…self-interest is 
not sustained by practice, it will die out.”8 He meant that states can avoid the over-securitization of politics, 
and the realist principles of self-help and self-interest, and instead produce constructive dialogues in their 
place. 

Applying this framework to cyberspace in relation to international relations, the state must 
understand that the internet can be constructed into different frameworks. From a place of entertainment to 
one of communication, as well as one that perpetuates insecurity as corporate entities or governments 
gather information on individuals. Nevertheless, the internet exists and has the potential to accomplish 
unspeakable harm and the greatest benefit to the world. For instance, the Christchurch mosque attacker 
used the internet as a way to convey his message as he spread his manifesto on social media websites 
and also live streamed the mass killing on Facebook. As a result, his ideas have been spread across the 
world fueling his rhetoric and resulting in calls for governments to regulate social media corporations to 
prevent the spread of these views.9  

Upon reading the academic scholarship on the internet and international relations, it is easy to 
discern that the internet has been over-securitized. Scholars and individuals view it in Rumsfeldian terms 
as a place with more “unknown unknowns” rather than “known knowns.” However, this has not prevented 
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the perpetual application of theoretical frameworks onto the internet. International relations scholar, Joseph 
Nye, perpetuates this securitization in his “Regime Complex for Managing Global Cyber Activities.” He 
states that “Governments and non-state actors cooperate and compete for power in this complex arena. 
Cyberpower can be defined in terms of set resources that relate to the creation, control and communication 
of electronic and computer-based information.”10 This reflects the realist perspective of international 
relations, in which the world and relations between states is defined by power and the self-interest of the 
actors involved. There are other critical reflections within the scholarship that seek to provide an 
understanding of the role of non-state actors who utilize the internet to their advantage. These concepts 
have led to studies, such as “The Arab Digital Vanguard: How a Decade of Blogging Contributed to a Year 
of Revolution,” where Jillian York provides the analysis and role of the internet in providing the reasons that 
fueled the Arab Spring.11 

Taking this critique into account and examining the recommendations and written works produced, 
predominant and perpetual interpretations and narratives are apparent in these works. Firstly, the entire 
report carries a liberal orientation as it seeks to understand the implications of the cyber technologies on 
the state, as well as the individual, and even corporations. Secondly, examining individual reports, realist 
narratives are predominantly offered instead of constructive dialogue. For example, the 5G Report provides 
a relevant critique and information on the risks for the Canadian government in relation to adopting Huawei 
technologies. However, it is also anti-Chinese and seeks to rationalize China as an untrustworthy actor, 
whereas the United States is seen as a trustworthy state. The language is similar to that of the twentieth-
century, in which Japan and China were viewed as threats to the Western world, and it was known as the 
“Yellow Peril.” Upon reading the recommendations offered, we see the inherent obsession with critiquing 
China’s immoral or unjust actions, however, the scholarship does not seem to place such emphasis on the 
acts of other Western nations. Constructivism seeks to understand the reasons behind this by asking 
questions: Why do we fall into realist traps of securitization with the internet? Why is liberalism the inherent 
ideology and perception of this study? 
 There is a core set of assumptions that govern the philosophy of realist thinkers dating back from 
Thucydides to the modern age. These scholars can agree that first, the state is the dominant actor, second, 
the dominant actor acts rationally to fulfill the national interest, and third, power and security are the core 
values of the state.12 More modern figures of realist thought, Hans J. Morgenthau and Kenneth Waltz, have 
made attempts to find a deeper coherence beyond these three assumptions. Specifically, the inherent self-
interest of human nature, in which “laws of politics have their roots” is seen as consistent throughout a ll of 
human history.13 In addition, Waltz asserts that realists view anarchy as the general condition of 
international relations, which acts as the catalyst for the problems states must deal with.14 The ‘condition’ of 
anarchy is central to what realists refer to as the security dilemma, where the self-interested pursuit of 
power is rewarded with greater security and success compelling other states to do the same.15 
 Realist scholars find no reason to amend these core beliefs to conform to the digital age.16 The 
state remains as the dominant actor, and the pre-eminence of security and power defined in terms of 
military capacity is maintained, which prevents non-state actors from accumulating any capacity to exercise 
power. It is not to say that cyberspace is seen as insignificant, but is instead viewed as part of the continuity 
of evolving military and strategic planning such as with the introduction of psychological and electronic 
warfare.17 Ultimately, the impact of the digital age is uncontroversial among realist thinkers. It will 
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undeniably affect domestic policy and the structure of states, but it will have little ramification on the 
primacy of the state in international affairs. 
 Constructivists critique this realist framework for its use of ‘perpetualism’ within its international 
relations theory.18 By prioritizing the state and not attempting to look beyond it, realism cannot properly 
address the power of cyber technologies. Instead, it will always be viewed as a new tool to aid the state in 
its pursuit of its national interests. Wendt described realism as rational forces, which seek to understand 
behaviour, and consequently offers a change to behaviour, but not identities and interests.19 As such, 
realism is unable to properly grapple with the benefits and harms provided by cyber technologies, since it is 
either one or the other for those theorists. Following a realist framework results in two reinforcing and 
perpetual realities. The first of which is that the internet will remain securitized and a place for exploitation. 
As such, the second is the state and non-state actors will exploit and securitize the internet. Ultimately, 
realism neglects the reality that cyber technologies are beneficial in ways that are highlighted by other 
critical theories. 

Liberalism is one of the two most influential approaches to international relations in the modern 
day. In contrast to realism, the core tenets of liberalism can be summarized as: (1) the emphasis on a 
plurality of international actors; (2) the importance of domestic political factors in determining the 
international behavior of states; (3) the role of international institutions in establishing (although not 
enforcing) rules of behavior (or regimes) for state actors; and (4) expanding the agenda of international 
studies.20 New non-state international actors (transnational corporations, social movements, pressure 
groups, political party networks, migrants, and terrorists), they argue, can play key roles in world politics.21 
Overall, liberalism tends to emphasize the positive outcomes of interdependence and interconnectedness 
at the international level.   

With regards to cyber politics and national security, liberal theorists have tended to focus their 
attention on the positive rather than the negative aspects of actor plurality in the digital age. Modernization, 
and subsequently technological development, is generally seen as peaceful change amongst liberals and 
they have supported their stances by promoting notions such as collective and cooperative security to 
respond to the emergence of cyber threats. In alignment with the core tenets of liberalism, influential 
scholar Joseph Nye has analyzed the impact of the information revolution on international relations and 
argues that soft power is becoming increasingly important in the digital age, as multiple channels of global 
communication are evolving which easily transcend sovereign boundaries.22 In the following report, liberal 
theory is used in Corporate Considerations to emphasize the important role corporations play in cyber 
politics, and it is further argued that right incentives for business are important to encourage them to take 
on this role. Alternatively, in Information Warfare, seldom is liberal theory referenced except in the 
recommendation section which then calls for international commitments and agreements to achieve various 
aims. Ultimately, liberal theory contributes to scholarship on cyber politics in the digital age by taking a 
critical stance against addressing issues labelled as threats to state “security”, by emphasizing the plurality 
of world actors in cyberpolitics, and by advocating for a “soft power” approach to facilitate cooperation, 
democratization, and peace.23 

In considering the realities of cyber technologies and the space which exists online, a key question 
arises: what if the cyber sphere remains unregulated, and ungoverned? Cyber-anarchism (or more 
commonly known as Crypto-anarchism) first coined by Timothy May, is a theory which advocates for a self-
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governed cyberspace and rejects a government controlled centralized monopoly over the internet.24 In 
crypto-anarchism, there is no set of policies established and there is no single leader; it is those who 
choose to participate in the cyber domain who dictate their own restrictions and policies.25 

Crypto-anarchists often implement encrypted software which protects them from domestic and 
international laws, in order to evade censorship. The goal of the participants is to encourage privacy and 
increase freedom of speech/cyber action outside the purviews of the traditional political sphere.26 The 
software allows crypto-anarchists to privately send and receive information that otherwise would be 
detected by governments or intelligence agencies. Given the anonymity of the participants, many establish 
online reputations in which they hold a significant amount of control and power within cyberspace that can 
disrupt prior implemented laws pertaining to technology. Despite law enforcement’s lack of knowledge in 
the field, these agencies continue to struggle to maintain control and enforce the law, but with difficulty.27 
However, given that anarchy presents a challenge to good governance, one of the clear aims of this report, 
cyber anarchy is considered in the recommendations of this report. 

Similar to the constructivist view, there are various other critical views which seek to better address 
cyber technologies as well as the gaps left by realist and neoliberal theories which are core theories 
present throughout this report. Critical perspectives of IR seek to challenge what appears to be familiar and 
natural.28 Postcolonialism, for example, is a non-mainstream theory which focuses on the intersections of 
class, race, and gender in a hierarchical world order. Postcolonialism problematizes critical IR theory by 
seriously considering these factors on the order of states, and not naturalizing them as critical IR does.29 As 
Choudhry and Nair highlight, postcolonial thought maintains that in a postcolonial world, “national identities 
are constructed in opposition to European ones, and come to be understood as Europe’s ‘others’,” thus 
arguing that there is a continuous systematic racialized bias in critical IR theory.30 

This theory is particularly reflected in the section on development. As will be proven later, there is a 
lack of infrastructure when it comes to the innovation of development aid in the forms of untied cash aid 
and the use of cryptocurrencies in delivering aid. This report will highlight the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals and apply cyber innovations to proposed solutions to aid in the completion of these 
goals. The idea of the expansion of cyber technologies to help more people gain access to the internet is 
applied to these solutions, and the inherent benefits of access to the internet are shown in relation to 
achieving these goals. 

Postcolonial thought can perhaps best be seen in the development section when trying to expand 
upon Mao Zedong’s “Three World Concept.” The very language that it used mirrors critical IR theory, but 
perpetuates the postcolonial imperialist language of the “West versus the rest.” The language of the three 
worlds lends itself easily to the discussion of development, but contains an inherent racialized and 
gendered bias that must be acknowledged. This can also be extended to the types of humanitarian and 
developmental aid that are currently supplied. Most aid has been in-kind aid, whereas it is suggested that 
untied cash aid as non-profits such as GiveDirectly are implementing can be synthesized with 
cryptocurrency to ensure the safe transfer and quick delivery of cash aid. 
            Additionally, feminist critiques also succeed in addressing certain issues in realist and liberal 
assumptions present in this report. Feminist theory seeks to study the ways in which systems of power aim 
to marginalize certain groups of individuals and aims to highlight that these different systems of power do 
not exist in isolation of one another.31 Within the discipline of IR, the intersectional feminist critique argues 
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that it is necessary to broaden what is considered to be the main units of analysis, such as state actors and 
state relations. Given the expansion of cyber technologies, and cyber communication in particular, feminist 
anthropologist Sophie Bjork-James writes that there is a “… significant expansion of social life along with a 
proliferation of new identities and communities,” all of which must be a consideration.32 Within the context 
of cyber technologies, a feminist critique argues for the decentralization of states, as this form of analysis 
fails to take into view the myriad of other dynamics online. It seeks to include the embodied experiences of 
women, racialized individuals, sexual minorities, and all those of varying intersectional identities as a site of 
knowledge and ways in which cyber-technologies are experiences.33 Realism tends to assign ‘ideal’ male 
characteristics to the ‘ideal’ state: feminist IR expert Jill Steans states that, “…to be a ‘man,’ one had to be 
self- reliant, autonomous, [and] avoid dependence on others.”34 The only way to understand normative 
theories like realism, and liberalism, is by looking not only at their ideal and abstract universalizing claims, 
but to also consider their non-ideal implementation in reality.35 Liberalism, for example, is hailed as a theory 
that seeks justice and freedom for all, however, only a select few white men in particular are able to fully 
access this freedom. 
         Within dominant cyber rhetoric, the internet is hailed as an equalizer, or as Christine Ann Nguyen-
Fredrick terms it, a social utopia. However, as Nguyen-Fredrick asserts, “research has shown that 
[computer-mediated communication] (CMC) has many of the same power issues found in other 
communities and other forms of communication. Many studies have shown that CMC is not democratic, 
particularly in the area of gender. For example, women and other minorities generally have less access to 
computers, and therefore less access to CMC.”36 Evidence for this claim is present throughout this report, 
in case studies such as Access to the Internet, or Anti-Intellectualism. More broadly, considerations of the 
individual experience, with issues such as privacy of marginalized individuals at the forefront, these 
dynamics are of consideration in this research. 
         A dynamic untouched by any of the aforementioned theories is the queer experience with cyber 
technologies. However, as asserted by Queer theorists such as Chris Ashford or Simona Rodat, the 
identities and experiences of LGBTQ2+ communities are shaped online through CMC. Ashford writes that, 
“Sexual minority groups, and/or those groups deemed sexually deviant, limited by the constraints of space, 
are able to interact through virtual media.”37 This dynamic is specifically referred to in the Individual Privacy 
portion of this report. 
         Given the realist and liberal foundations of this report, constructivist, postcolonial, feminist and 
queer analyses are present; however, they are lacking throughout the research presented. This is the result 
of both the presented report and the literature that was consulted to create the report, as the literature 
predominantly reflects liberal and realist theories. These critical analyses are an important consideration to 
the recommendations of this report and are essential to keep in mind while learning more about the 
expansive possibilities of cyber technologies. There is inherent value in the use of a variety of theoretical 
perspectives when discussing cyber-technologies. The complexity presented by challenges online cannot 
be thoroughly tackled using one theoretical view. As such, this report is directed at the Canadian 
government which is best interpreted through liberal and realist lenses. These theories are also best 
representative of the current international system. Therefore, in attempting to speak to the Canadian 
government, international actors, and corporations, it was essential for the natural progression of the report 
to have realist and liberal foundations. Nevertheless, it was important to deconstruct this perpetual 
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framework through the use of constructivist, post-colonial, feminist, and queer theories so as to highlight 
the inherent flaw of solely using similar theoretical lenses. 
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International Development 
Cryptocurrency & Internet Access 
 

Background 
 
International development has been an evolving field that links key areas in the realm of IR 

including politics, economics, security, and social climates. The primary goal of international development is 
for developed nations to work in tandem with non-state actors and other developed nations to develop 
strategies to aid in the advancement of underdeveloped and developing countries. This section will begin 
by analyzing the history and background of International Development including the role of Global Affairs 
Canada (GAC), as well as international organizations, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and 
the World Bank. Moreover, it will provide background information on cash transfers as a form of foreign aid. 
This section will also focus on the evolution of international development focusing on challenges and 
successes relating to development through the use of cryptocurrency and internet access. 

Canada continues to be an influential global actor in areas of international development and foreign 
aid.38 Internationally, the Canadian government through GAC is currently placing a strong focus on a 
gender equality initiative, specifically its recent enactment of Canada’s Feminist International Assistance 
Policy.39 The goal of Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy is to demonstrate that “Canada 
firmly believes [in the promotion of] gender equality and empowering women and girls in the most effective 
approach to achieving this goal.”40  In particular, Canada is seeking to provide more inclusive international 
assistance by “invest[ing] in innovation and research, deliver[ing] better reporting on results, [and] 
develop[ing] more effective partnerships,” in order to aid women and girls.  41  
 Moreover, there are international institutions that play a key role in international development, 
principal among them are the World Bank and the IMF. The World Bank is a development institution that 
provides fiscal and technical assistance to the governments of developing nations. Such assistance is often 
co-financed with other international development institutions, commercial banks, credit institutions, and 
private sector investors.42  Financial aid takes the form of low-interest loans and grants.43 The World Bank 
allocates funding and technical assistance to projects in support of public health, education, infrastructure, 
private sector stimulation, and agricultural/environmental initiatives.44  The World Bank has two primary 
development goals that they seek to reach by 2030. First, to decrease the number of people living on less 
than a $1.90/day to 3% or lower and second, promoting the growth of income for the bottom 40% earners 
in every nation.45 The 2030 Agenda of the World Bank ties in with completing the Sustainable Development 
Goals, as explained below. 

The International Monetary Fund is dedicated to international development worldwide, supporting 
various global development projects that focus on an array of social issues such as, poverty, inequality, 
education, sustainable development, and post-conflict reconstruction.46  An example of this is seen in their 
support for the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in which they have funded and 
facilitated several projects that focus on specific SDGs.  The ‘Infrastructure Policy Support Initiative’ is an 
example in which the IMF advocates for more public investment into resilient and inclusive infrastructure 
projects (SDG 9).47 This initiative deepens the IMF’s macroeconomic policy and its capacity building efforts 
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by supporting infrastructure projects, without pushing states towards financial collapse.  In general, the 
IMF’s new debt limits policy provides room for countries to grow and invest, without putting a strain on the 
state economies or domestic policies.  The IMF has also worked to reform its debt sustainability framework, 
providing pertinent information and guiding low-income developing nations, when borrowing money or 
paying off public debt responsibly.48 The IMF has publicly committed to supporting the UN’s SDGs, helping 
initiate global development projects and make them financially feasible. 
 

Cryptocurrencies and International Development  
 

Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been utilized globally as a method for 
mitigating poverty and fast-tracking development. In Chile, they have been formally integrated in the 
nation’s development strategy.49 Chile currently plans to reach economic development levels of Southern 
European countries by utilising high-impact initiatives, such as online tax payments, issuance of Civil 
Registry Certificates and the launching of an online public procurement system called ChileCompra have 
been implemented thus far.50 However, there are various institutional barriers for nations like Chile. Barriers 
such as political and banking institutions can be overcome via cryptocurrencies which represent the perfect 
merger of financial and technological innovation. Saifedean Ammous argues that Bitcoin offers a ‘blueprint’ 
to people living in countries lacking ‘supportive modern institutions,’ allowing them to partake in worldwide 
contemporary capitalism.51 This blueprint is a viable solution or alternative to traditional state or commercial 
banking institutions, fiscal services such as currency issuance and credit provision, as well as issues 
relating to judicial practice.52  

Cryptocurrencies are encrypted and stored in a decentralized fashion. This technology enables digital 
financial transactions without an intermediary.53 This is crucial for international development as it is often the 
case that developing nations bear the highest costs for financial services and the institutions delivering such 
services are corrupt and lack accountability.54 Eliminating the role of such intermediary institutions allows 
those involved in the transaction to pay less for it to occur and avoid corrupt influence. 

The limited availability of Bitcoin may be perceived as a weakness of that cryptocurrency, but 
Ammous argues that this is actually an asset.55 Blockchain is a technology that would require a certain 
amount of capacity building on the part of nations receiving aid to address the risks of institutional 
exploitation.56 The state must decide that if the ‘mass adoption’ of bitcoin does not occur, having a 
monetary alternative not subject to forces such as inflation or tied to any physical currencies is essential 
and would present a real challenge to state-issued physical currency.57 For example, the Chinese 
government has banned digital currencies due to the risks associated with their use, however, it has 
considered future adoption.58 

The use of cryptocurrencies does come with some risks, but Jan Lansky argues that the benefits 
outweigh the risks. He asserts that the onus is on the individual nation to understand the perils associated 
with cryptocurrencies and to mitigate them by educating the users of cryptocurrencies while also utilizing 
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer policies.59  Perhaps the greatest risks with 
cryptocurrencies in developing nations are transactions that cannot be altered or reversed once completed, 
as well as the fact that state authorities cannot withdraw funds from a crypto account.60  In the event of a 
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theft or seizure of “illegally gained funds,” democratic countries require the consent of the criminal to return 
what was taken.61 

Cryptocurrencies also present an interesting opportunity in regards to the distribution of 
development aid. Humanitarian and developmental organizations are playing a key role in combining efforts 
from governments and the private sector, incorporating Blockchain technology to increase the efficiency, 
accountability, and transparency of delivering humanitarian aid.62  Sudzina argues that while there are 
advantages and disadvantages to using cryptocurrencies as a vessel to distribute international 
development aid, the idea must be considered and not immediately dismissed.63 Such considerations 
include the amount of energy cryptocurrencies utilize and the sustainability implications associated which 
include logistical factors such a transaction fees/timing and ledger transparency, as well as the general 
acceptance of cryptocurrencies in commercial establishments.64 
 

The Use of Technology and Cyberspace in the Facilitation of International Development 
 

International Development and cyberspace are growing increasingly linked as cyberspace 
becomes more essential for successful integration in the global economy. In particular, Canada’s Feminist 
International Assistance Policy is oriented toward technological development as evidenced by the programs 
funded by the government through the International Development Research Centre (IDRC).65 The IDRC 
argues that through the focus on technology and development, we can begin to tackle the key actions of 
Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy as well as UN Sustainable Development Goal #5, 
“Gender Equality: Achieving gender equality and empowering all women and girls.”66 

One of the programs currently being supported by the IDRC is Prospera Digital. Prospera 
(previously known as Progressa or Oportunidades) is an anti-poverty conditional cash-transfer program that 
began in rural Mexico. It is the biggest social program in Mexico and the second largest cash transfer 
program in the world.67 In Mexico, an estimated 50% of the population is affected by poverty. Moreover, “up 
to half of the economically active population depends upon the informal sector for its income, and has 
access to few benefits.”68 This program was established in 1997 in order to deal with the poverty epidemic 
in the nation and has inspired similar initiatives across Latin America. The main focus of the program is to 
improve human development by focusing on children’s education, nutrition, and health.69 It takes form in bi-
monthly cash transfers, made up mostly of scholarships for children’s schooling as well as additional cash 
to improve nutrition. Prospera Digital is an initiative that is aimed to “improve, through digital technologies, 
the way beneficiaries receive, access, and use conditional cash transfers and financial services… [and] 
foster a system of electronic transactions, facilitating access to financial services through digital banking 
solutions, and promoting financial education among women.”70 This initiative, which began in 2016, will 
ease access to the cash transfers by the families receiving it and is set to cut costs of transfer for the 
Mexican government. Overall, it seems to be a cheaper and more effective way of transferring essential 
cash to those who need it. 

Meanwhile, technology has made cash transfers more effective as a humanitarian tool. Less 
money can be spent to help individuals in need, reducing costs and increasing accountability mechanisms 
to track the flow of cash.  
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NGOs such as Free the Children and GiveDirectly have capitalized on the ease through which the 
internet has made cash transfers easy, reliable, and safe.  Cyber-technologies have allowed NGOs to 
reach hostile areas, delivering aid effectively and quickly. Further research has shown that cash transfers 
reduce tension between host communities and cash-aid recipients by stimulating local markets.71 

GiveDirectly (GD) is an NGO that is committed to ending severe poverty by providing un-tied cash 
transfers to people in need and works to convince governments and organizations to use more un-tied cash 
aid. Following a study by Amartya Sen, GD highlights the pitfalls of in-kind aid and the potential dangers of 
flooding local markets with food aid and goods. A comparative study in Ethiopia found that cash-aid was 
25-30% more effective and cheaper.  Another study done in Somalia showed that when cash aid was used, 
more than double the aid budget went directly toward recipients.72 Cash aid has not only proven to be an 
effective humanitarian tool, but it also helps quell tension between local communities and displaced people 
by stimulating the local market economies.  However, less than 6% of all humanitarian aid is used as cash 
aid.73 

GD capitalizes on the ease through which the internet and cellphones have simplified money 
transfers. Cash aid sent through secured money transfer systems ensures accountability and transparency. 
Corruption and fraud are significantly reduced because money can be easily tracked.74 Moreover, cash aid 
to remote or hostile environments where organizations cannot operate is made possible.75 However, cash 
aid does have its limitations. Inflation, weak markets and unsupportive governments are all variables that 
hinder cash aid from being effective.76 GD is revolutionizing humanitarian work by gathering valuable 
research data on the successes and failures of its operations. This data can be shared with other 
organizations to make improvements or comparisons to different regions or states.77 
 

Challenges  
 

 There are significant challenges regarding the use of cryptocurrencies.  First, digital currencies are 
not viewed equally from country to country, depending largely on their stage of economic and social 
development as defined by Mao Zedong’s “Three World Concept.”  The First World nations tend to be more 
accepting of cryptocurrency technology, while their Second World counterparts are more hesitant to widely 
accept or are blatantly against cryptocurrency technology. Members of the Third World hold mixed opinions 
as some accept it and some do not.  The reasons for Third World countries’ hesitation range from fears of 
black market usage for digital currencies or taxation scams. Employing stricter policies regarding middle-
man interactions as well as AML can stifle these concerns. Second, cryptocurrencies require an incredible 
amount of energy to be sustained.  If cryptocurrencies are to be used in the context of international 
development aid, ways to sustainably host, use, and mine such currencies must be investigated and 
invested in to avoid wasteful practices.   
 The most significant challenge with internet infrastructure in developing and underdeveloped 
countries is the stark socioeconomic divide. As such, it is important that when money is invested in 
improving access to internet in developing and underdeveloped countries that this divide is bridged instead 
of widened. 

When determining what recommendations are appropriate, one must consider not just the 
challenges associated with cyber-technology, but the goals of international development in relation to 
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United Nations’ mandates. In particular, the SDGs are a set of 17 goals that every member-state of the 
United Nations agreed to in 2015.78  While all are important, the most relevant ones for the purposes of this 
report are: (1) No Poverty; (2) Zero Hunger; (3) Good Health and Well-Being; (4) Quality Education; (8) 
Decent Work and Economic Growth; (9) Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure; (10) Reduced Inequalities; 
(12) Responsible Consumption and Production, and (16) Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions.79 

 
Recommendations   
 
1.1. Research Methods to Reduce the Environmental Impacts of Cryptocurrencies 
 

Actors: UN, IMF, World Bank, GAC, non-state actors 
Type of Recommendation: Regulatory 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Environmental impact posed by the mining of crypto-currencies, pace of 
technological change  
Main IR Issues Involved: Multilateralism, development, and cooperation 
 
Explanation: International development institutions such as, the IMF, World Bank, and IDB must work 
to mitigate the environmental impact of cryptocurrencies by conducting research and development in 
the form of knowledge products. Non-state actors such as independent researchers, scientists, and 
experts in digital currencies would be able to provide beneficial contributions to this. 
 
Challenges: The use of cryptocurrencies requires a lot of energy, so much so that the use of them in 
their present form would result in a negative impact on the environment if adopted to the extent 
necessary to be effective. Numerous actors have looked at the benefits of using cryptocurrencies as a 
substitute for certain types of humanitarian aid, but little research has been done on best practices to 
mine and distribute cryptocurrencies sustainably. In addition, few, if any, policies or frameworks exist 
that incentivize these actors to switch to using cryptocurrencies as a form of humanitarian aid. Lastly, 
the recent development of cryptocurrency technology has been met with hesitation by several 
countries, who do not acknowledge cryptocurrencies as being legitimate forms of currency. In order to 
successfully serve as a form of humanitarian aid, states and institutions must be willing to adopt 
practices that incorporate cryptocurrencies and recognize its monetary value.  

 
Justification: If cryptocurrencies are used as development aid, this would result in aid being 
distributed easier and faster, furthering SDGs (8), (9), and (10).  It would also help reshape how 
developmental aid has been given historically, which in turn harnesses the power of the internet and 
our reliance on smartphone technology. Moreover, if this is not done sustainably, progress on SDG 
(12) as well as SGD (11) Sustainable Cities and Communities would be at risk. Thus, the development 
of sustainable methods through which cryptocurrencies can be used would improve aid without 
imposing greater costs on the environment. 
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1.2. Reducing Neglectful Practices in Distribution of Aid 
 
Actors: Government of Canada, other state actors, NGOs, international development institutions such 
as IDB, IMF, World Bank, etc. 
Type of Recommendation: Legal/Legislative, Regulatory 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Dark web, Trust/mistrust, Governance, Fraud, Corruption 
Main IR Issues Involved: Reach of International Law, Governance, Cooperation, Compliance 
 
Explanation: By using existing frameworks already in use by NGOs utilizing cash-aid, national 
governments and NGOs intending to implement cryptocurrencies in the aid process must develop strict 
policies regarding taxation and AML in order to mitigate the risk of crimes related to the use of 
cryptocurrencies. Canada should lobby the UN and its member states to reduce the use of tied aid and 
in-kind aid. 
 
Challenges: A large portion of humanitarian aid has been in-kind aid (food aid, medical supplies, etc). 
This poses a significant challenge because a major shift towards the use of cryptocurrencies as a 
humanitarian tool requires time, resources, and support from the international community to back these 
efforts. Frameworks and policies regarding the distribution of developmental aid must be reconfigured if 
there is to be to be a global shift towards incorporating cryptocurrencies as humanitarian aid. These 
changes require a global consensus, in which all states recognize cryptocurrencies as a legitimate form 
of currency. Currently, several countries such as China, Russia, Columbia and Bolivia do not recognize 
Bitcoin, which poses a problem for the use of cryptocurrencies as a humanitarian tool. 
 
Justification: Actors considering the use of digital currencies for international development purposes 
must develop strict policies regarding taxation and AML in order to mitigate the risk of crimes related to 
the use of cryptocurrencies. Furthermore, actors must also look to existing frameworks set up by NGOs 
and states already distributing cash aid, in order to further strengthen cyber capabilities that will 
distribute cryptocurrencies as humanitarian aid efficiently, safely, and transparently. These efforts will 
work towards achieving SDGs (8), (9), and (16).  
 

1.3. Increase Investment Towards Access to Internet Through Foreign Aid 
 
Actors: Canada (GAC), developed nations, international development institutions, and UN  
Type of Recommendation: Normative 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Lack of uniform cyber-related infrastructure and access throughout the 
world, development, governance, social dependence, social division, access, network 
Main IR Issues Involved: Multilateralism, governance, regionalism, development, human rights, 
cooperation 
 
Explanation: Canada, alongside developed nations and international development institutions must 
research and invest more in expanding internet infrastructure for the developing and underdeveloped 
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world in a safe and sustainable manner.  This recommendation is aimed at Canada specifically, as it is 
relevant to Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy in relation to international development. 
The policy looks to invest more in women and girls, creating equitable policies that empower all 
genders on a global scale with the support of the Canadian government. 
 
Challenges:  The main issue is changing perceptions of the cybersphere, increased access to the 
internet and its relevance to humanitarian aid and development. The idea of getting more people 
connected to the internet merely sounds like adding more Facebook accounts to the networking giant’s 
repertoire, however, in reality, there is more to this than instant connectivity.  Access to cyber-
technologies, including and beyond the scope of the internet, can help increase access to education, 
health care, and promote local businesses; because the perception of developmental aid has been 
historically associated with medical or food aid, hence, the benefits of access to the internet are less 
tangible and harder to measure.  Thus, less funding and awareness are allocated to efforts increasing 
the accessibility of the internet globally for developmental purposes.   
 
Justification: The support of the SDGs by the Canadian government, specifically SDG (9), harnesses 
Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy by increasing access to the internet which will help 
women.  Greater access to the internet has proven to help people in the developing world, giving them 
greater opportunity to access resources regarding education, health care and humanitarian aid. 
Greater access to the internet would help existing NGOs’ already streamlining developmental aid like 
un-tied cash grants to people in the developing world.  In doing so, increased investment in more 
resilient and sustainable internet infrastructure would help create more transparent and quicker money 
transfer systems, giving recipients the dignity and autonomy to use the un-tied cash grants for their 
individual needs.  Recent research done by the UN and NGOs distributing un-tied cash grants have 
seen a reduction of tension between host communities and refugees receiving un-tied cash grants, as 
they stimulate local economies, increase  health and well-being, reduce poverty and hunger and 
increase access to education - SDGs (1), (2), (3), (4), (8), (9), (10) and (16).   
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Corporate Considerations 
Commodification, Infrastructure & Corporate Security  
 

Background 
 

 Corporations and the internet are intimately intertwined. Corporations are involved in the creation 
and maintenance of the infrastructure required to keep the internet running and connected, the creation of 
new commodities, and the transfer of traditional trade onto the internet. The presence of the internet as a 
medium creates the possibility for cyber attacks to steal intellectual property (IP).  
 The emergence of cyberspace has commodified a brand-new dimension of goods and services. 
Vulnerabilities within corporations’ online databases and software have spawned an online black market 
where any individual, acting in either public or private interest, can bid for the control of these vulnerabilities 
or ‘exploits.’ This new plane of business has catalyzed the development of legitimate businesses and firms 
who not only sell vulnerabilities, but also broker exploit transactions. Businesses that deal in cyber 
protection have also appeared. They can be hired to investigate shortcomings and leaks in company 
software. Ultimately, cyberspace has been both a source of insecurity and a source of great financial 
opportunity. 
 Corporate security concerns and state-sponsored corporate espionage predate the advent of the 
internet and cyberspace. Cyberspace has broadened the scope of corporate insecurity, allowing the 
perpetration of espionage by a hacker half a world away. The losses from these attacks can be 
unimaginably costly, such as in the case of US Steel, where a cyber attack resulted in the loss of 
proprietary technology to a competitor and caused an estimated loss of $1.5 billion USD. 
 Corporations are integral to the operation of the internet. However, since corporations seek profit, 
they do not always act in the public good. As such, it is necessary for governments to regulate and 
incentivize these corporations to modify corporations’ understanding of their interests and responsibilities. 
This includes incentivizing infrastructure development in areas which are not likely to generate profits and 
regulating data transfers when cost-effective measures may compromise the privacy of data.  In the 
physical manifestations of cyberspace, cooperation between national governments and private corporations 
are required to pursue the public interest. 
 

Commodification of Digital Arms 
 
 In the past few years there has been an exponential increase in demand for software and packets 
of computer code which allow hackers to capitalize on vulnerabilities and shortcomings in otherwise 
inaccessible computers and networks.
80 These programs, commonly referred to as “exploits,” are notoriously difficult to prepare against and 
present a threat not only to the privacy of individuals, but also to financial institutions, multinational 
corporations, and other sensitive sources of information. According to Kenneth Geers, a cyber-security 
specialist at America’s Naval Criminal Investigative Service, the main difficulty in countering these cyber-
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based weapons is the confidential way they are designed, sold, and used making it difficult to develop 
preventative measures.81  

The scale and destructive capabilities of these exploits were put on display in 2010 when a joint 
Israeli-American endeavor, project “Olympic Games,” developed a computer worm called “Stuxnet” which 
infiltrated uranium enrichment facilities in Iran, damaging over one thousand centrifuges.82 Stuxnet was a 
discernible turning point in the commodification of digital arms.  By developing this weapon, the United 
States initiated a digital arms race akin to the nuclear arms of the Cold War. Another distinction of this 
cyber-arms race in comparison to the Cold War is that cyber weapons are not limited to states; there exists 
instead a widespread, multilateral investment in cyber weapons.83 The United States, China, and Iran all 
boast cyber warfare expenditures of more than a $1.5 billion USD between 2013 and 2017, with plans to 
increase the budget annually.84 Furthermore, private firms that deal in digital arms, and corporations that 
want to prevent large-scale attacks are stockpiling digital weapons. The online demarcation between the 
public and private sphere are blurred as digital capabilities once owned by states more easily find their way 
into the hands of private actors.  
 The commodification of exploits originates in ‘bug bounty programs,’ which were initiatives by 
websites and software developers offering monetary compensation to those who reported, mitigated, or 
fixed vulnerabilities, with exchanges being insured through official firms.85 However, there has been a 
gradual shift away from the bug bounty system; instead of reporting these vulnerabilities to the original 
vendor, they are instead auctioned off indiscriminately to the highest bidder.86 The most lucrative of these 
vulnerabilities are ‘zero-day vulnerabilities’, with ‘zero’ referring to the amount of days the original vendor or 
developer was aware of this exploit. For example, if the vulnerability had been recognized for one day, it 
would be termed a ‘one-day vulnerability.’87 Zero-day vulnerabilities present the highest threat, as 
corporations have no time to protect themselves and their users. Currently, it is difficult to enforce 
regulations to prevent freelance programmers from selling these vulnerabilities to potentially dangerous 
actors.  
 Despite the malevolent and precarious nature of these exploits, their sale and purchase are legal. 
There are legitimate firms and businesses that develop their own exploits and act as middlemen, buying 
exploits from freelance hackers to sell to both private and state actors.88 Moreover, in the realm of digital 
arms, state-sponsored actors do not have a monopoly over the best cyber weapons, and some of the most 
advanced cyber technology belongs to private firms.89 Though state actors may have the advantage of 
funding, the gap in expertise between state and private actors continues to shrink, and state actors need to 
continue to develop protective measures at a fast pace if they want to stay ahead of the race.90 The 
markets for these exploits have multiplied fivefold since 2004 and are appraised depending on the 
complexity of the code itself, the number of computers the exploit will grant access to, and the value of the 
computers it can infiltrate. Some of these exploits range from $50,000 USD, if the exploit can crack an older 
model running Windows XP to $500,000 USD, if the exploit can provide individuals access to Internet 
Explorer.91 In extreme cases the market can be even more lucrative. In July 2018, a former employee of the 
Israel-based cyber technology firm NSO Group, was caught attempting to sell stolen exploits to foreign 
buyers at the cost of $50 million USD worth of bitcoin.92 Though the details of what was being sold have not 
been disclosed, the price tag of this specific exploit suggests it was linked to a program with serious 
ramifications.  
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 China provides a case study in the commodification of digital arms, specifically in the sphere of 
surveillance technology. Surveillance and the monitoring of public opinion is the norm throughout the 
Chinese government. As surveillance has embedded itself in the daily life of Chinese citizens, surveillance 
software has become a necessary expenditure for government.93 With this increased demand in the 
Chinese market, surveillance technology has become increasingly efficient, requiring just a quick 
installation on a computer or phone to completely make available all comments, discussion, and search 
history on the device.94 An offshoot of the demand for surveillance technology is online opinion reporting (
舆情报告). Online opinion reporting is essentially a consulting service provided by private firms which 
advise on the best possible strategies to monitor opinion, assess risks, and repair possible deficiencies in 
public opinion.95 
 

China vs. United States: Sinovel Wind Group vs. AMSC and US Steel vs. Baosteel  
 
 The “trade war” between the United States and China is foregrounding corporate espionage and 
the theft of Intellectual Property (IP). Given the storage of IP and other sensitive information online, it is 
much more difficult to protect against theft or unauthorized access.96 There are two useful cases to 
demonstrate the dangers of IP theft and corporate espionage for the private sector. The first case is the 
conflict between the American company AMSC (American Superconductor Corporation) and the Chinese 
firm Sinovel Wind Group during which the Chinese were given codes by a former American employee to 
access IP. Sinovel noticed the higher returns earned by AMSC, who provided higher value-added 
components. Sinovel specialized in low-cost manufacturing, and thus earned lower profit margins and 
wages. Sinovel’s solution was to offer a large payout to a former AMSC engineer who provided proprietary 
source codes, allowing Sinovel to copy the AMSC system.97 This was a devastating blow to AMSC since 
Sinovel was its biggest customer, accounting for roughly two-thirds of the AMSC’s revenue. This IP theft 
resulted in total damages exceeding $60 billion USD, and job losses of more than sixty percent of AMSC 
employees. Stock values fell by ninety percent, and the legal battle was also incredibly costly.98 
 In the second case between US Steel and several Chinese steel companies including Baosteel, a 
Chinese corporation directly hacked and stole IP from the computer of a US Steel employee. It had taken 
the American firm around a decade and millions of dollars of investment to develop their product, and after 
the alleged hacking, Baosteel took only a couple of years to produce the same quality steel at far less cost. 
US Steel is estimated to have lost $1.5 billion USD over this theft and filed a complaint with the US 
International Trade Commission, although there has been no true resolution.99 
 Both of these scenarios demonstrate how vulnerable IP is online, the devastating effect of IP theft 
on corporations and employees, and the lack of defence against or effective punishment for IP theft. The 
reasons for a lack of response are numerous: areas of jurisdiction and the reach of international law, a lack 
of enforcement mechanisms, and cyber security abilities.100 
 

Internet Infrastructure  
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 Internet infrastructure refers to the current physical infrastructure through which computers connect 
with the internet and other computers. Internet backbone refers to the major networks provided by Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs). These ISPs create the infrastructure which allows consumers to connect to other 
individuals on their network, often for a fee. However, the networks created by each ISP often only allow 
individuals to connect to other individuals on their network; one individual connected to a network created 
by Company A, and a second individual connected to a network created by Company B would not be able 
to interact with each other online without an Internet Exchange Point (IXP). These IXPs, also referred to as 
Internet Exchanges (IXs) or Network Access Points (NAPs), allow the transfer of data from one network to 
a different network. Therefore, the presence of IXPs is required for interaction between two different 
networks. 
 The creation of internet infrastructure is a complex process, often evolving out of previously 
existing telephone infrastructure. The primary, and frequently most expensive work is usually completed by 
the government, such as in USA, Germany, and Argentina.101 After the base level infrastructure is created, 
the creation of internet infrastructure usually shifts to the private sector. One of the primary motivators is the 
perception that innovation is better produced by the private sector.102 The private sector, as ISPs, then 
usually develops networks in response to perceptions of demand. However, this demand does not occur 
evenly across geographies, and thus networks are built in a patchwork manner. Furthermore, IXPs are 
often built in a similar patchwork manner, in response to demand. Sometimes, governments respond to this 
by creating incentives for private businesses to build infrastructure in areas which need it, but may not be 
cost effective or rational from a cost-benefit standpoint. Alternatively, if these incentives are not in place, 
then issues of ‘data sovereignty’ can occur.103  
 Data sovereignty refers to the fact that data is usually subject to the laws and regulations of the 
country in which it exists. In states with developed internet infrastructure, this is not an issue; in states 
which are reliant on external internet infrastructure, this becomes problematic. When a state is reliant on 
external infrastructure, any transfer of data which utilizes external infrastructure is subject to the laws of all 
states it passes through at different points in its journey. This becomes an issue when states have different 
national laws on data and privacy; as law is prima facie territorial, this extension puts data at risk.104  
 Data sovereignty refers to risks from state actors in particular, because national governments often 
legislate around data and how it can be used. These laws, however, do not apply to states, only to private 
actors. Facebook could be reprimanded for its handling of personal data, as proven by the recent 
implementation of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union (EU). However, the 
USA could not be reprimanded to the same extent for its treatment of data under the Patriot Act.105  
 Solutions have thus been primarily to increase the capabilities of the state; in particular, this can be 
observed in reactions toward mass surveillance in the USA. Under the Patriot Act, the USA allows itself 
unlimited access to data it deems critical to the security of the state. This has provoked reactions 
internationally, including from Canada, the EU, and international organizations. Canada preceded by 
legislating data sovereignty, requiring domestic transfers of data to remain within Canadian territory. It has 
supported this by increasing the number of IXPs from three to twelve in recent years.106 In another 
example, when the USA subpoenaed financial information and began mining it from the Society for 
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT), the organization responded by moving their 
cloud network from the USA to Switzerland.107 Lastly, when the EU experienced what it saw as violations of 
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their citizens’ data in the USA due to EU cloud networks based in the US, they responded by 
commissioning an EU-based cloud.108 Cloud networking has been an important topic in the EU, referred to 
in Privacy Briefs as one of the key challenges which need to be addressed by policy developers.109 
 
Recommendations 
 
2.1 Institutionalizing the Practice of Hackers for Hire 

 
Actors: Private Corporations, National Governments, International Organizations 
Type of Recommendation: Normative 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Security Threat, Corporate Espionage, Commodification of Digital Arms 
Main IR Issues Involved: Security 
 
Explanation: The black market for exploits will not fade away any time soon. With a market this 
lucrative, preventing the trade of exploits through legal means would be challenging as it would require 
heavy state interference and international cooperation. However, the legal route to criminalize and 
prosecute exploit traders is unproductive. Corporations and governments with a stake in securing their 
software and code should invest heavily in ‘hackathons,’ where groups of freelance hackers are given 
carte-blanche to infiltrate security measures and are compensated for every zero-day vulnerability they 
find. Hackathons have been very successful in the past, with the 2018 Pentagon-sponsored hackathon 
revealing over 130 vulnerabilities in the Pentagon’s system.110 A smaller scale version of these 
‘hackathons’ are possible for corporations through the recruitment of private firms hired to uncover 
corporate spies or vulnerabilities. Essentially, the legal aspect of the exploits commodification should 
be as lucrative as the illegal black market. 
 
Challenges: The main challenge to this recommendation is the cost. It is expensive to hire private 
cyber security firms and it is even more expensive to incentivize freelance hackers to commit to a less 
profitable bug bounty model. 
 
Justification: Spending the money to have regular interval ‘audits’ through hackathons and private 
security firms would be comparably cheaper than having sensitive information linked to finances, 
health, conventional weapons and energy compromised. Furthermore, with the commodification of 
digital arms being a relatively new phenomenon, private firms capable of dealing with these threats 
remain few. If these firms are hired more often, and the demand increases, these firms will inevitably 
increase in securitization capabilities. 
 

2.2 Promotion of Data Sovereignty Through Domestic Infrastructure Development 
 
Actors: Private Corporations, National Governments 
Type of Recommendation: Normative 
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Main Cyber Issues Involved: Data Sovereignty, Internet, Infrastructure 
Main IR Issues Involved: Security, Domestic Capabilities, Extra-territorial Nature of Cyber 
 
Explanation: By increasing domestic investment in ICT infrastructure, the requirement for 
infrastructure supplied by other states to domestically transmit data would decrease. This would 
increase the self-sufficiency of individual states. It also has the added benefit of increasing the internet 
capabilities of the state, which can be used to provide the public good of the internet. This would likely 
be undertaken through one of three methods; infrastructure development by the state, development by 
the private sector, or a combination of public and private investment. Development pursued by a 
combination of the public and private sector would allow for cost-effective development spurred by the 
state, without imposing the requirements of maintenance and innovation on the state. 
 
Challenges: There are two main challenges to this recommendation. First, the creation of domestic 
infrastructure including IXPs and networks by ISPs can be expensive, especially when there are large 
geographical spaces between small population groups. Secondly, this would only protect data which is 
domestically transferred, not data which is transferred to corporate actors in a different state. Thus, 
while data sovereignty can be protected domestically, this does not tackle the issue of multinational 
corporations and the extent to which they can provide data sovereignty. 
 
Justification: This would provide states with the ability to maintain territorial control of the internet 
exchanges that happen within their borders, and reduce the reliance on non-domestic infrastructure. 
 

2.3 . Employee Training and Education 
 
Actors: Private Corporations 
Type of Recommendation: Normative 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Cyber Literacy, Cyber Security 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, Leadership 
 
Explanation: Most employees do not know much about cybersecurity. Thus, their individual actions, 
such as passwords and internet activity on company computers, may inadvertently have a negative 
impact on the company’s security. For example, the most common passwords remain simple, such as 
“123456,” and many firms allow employees to connect personal devices to the company’s network.111 
Corporations must ensure that everyone has some basic knowledge of the risks and necessary 
mitigation, not only those in Information Technology (IT) or cyber-relevant positions. Mandatory 
training every quarter for all employees to update changes in practice could work to achieve this 
recommendation. 
 
Potential Challenges: Depending on the size of the business and its location, it may be very difficult 
to ensure that all employees get the training and supervision that they require. 
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Justification: With more important information being stored online, all employees must understand 
the risks and challenges and how to mitigate them. Corporations must ensure their employees receive 
the necessary training to understand their security online, clearly define acceptable and unacceptable 
online practices, and have a clear risk management strategy outlined for employees to follow.112 
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Individual Privacy Rights  
Commodification of  Data & Data Profiling 
 

Background 
 
 In 2017, there were an estimated 3.65 billion recorded internet users active, with access to the 
internet reaching 89% of the population in North America.113 With recent advancements in internet 
technologies, the average consumer can access everything from clothes to food from their homes, relatives 
and friends around the world have become an email away, and everything from recipes to banking 
information is available with the press of a button. However, this convenience comes at a cost, one which 
many are ignorant or indifferent towards. Cyber technologies and the internet have revolutionized much of 
our lives, yet in doing so, our lives have also become increasingly dependent on these same 
technologies.114 While the individual user is happy to enjoy the benefits of cyber technologies, very few 
realize the extent to which these same advancements have jeopardized individual security and privacy.115 
By its very nature, the internet runs through the collection and use of points of data, sending and receiving 
information between devices connected in networks, but what happens to this information after its initial 
use?  
 While using any application that is connected to the internet, thousands of individual pieces of data 
are generated, which tracks specific keystrokes, browsing history, and which device is facilitating this 
activity. When the individual accesses the internet from a mobile device, such as a cellular phone or 
personal computer, data such as the location of the device and its movements may also be logged when on 
the move. In short, every action taken online, from which advertisements are seen to the exact content of a 
personal message sent or received represents a point of data generated by the individual. Each piece of 
data can be traced back to its source, tied either to the device it originates from, its IP address or, as is 
increasingly the case, the personal user account of the individual.116 These personalized pieces of data are 
called individual data.117 
 It is the status and use of this data after its initial purpose which poses a myriad of risks to the 
privacy and rights of the individual. While some services or websites may discard this individual data after 
its initial use, many more retain this data, collecting statistics regarding the activity of each user online.118 
Many companies use this data for general improvement purposes, such as navigation programs’ usage of 
average travel speeds along routes to calculate traffic speeds for its users, or streaming services flagging 
frequently viewed content to highlight on its homepage for users. But often, the collection and profiling of 
this data is much more specific than the collection of general statistics, with each individual user’s activity 
being catalogued. This practice is referred to as data profiling, which can range from broad uses such as 
determining which advertisements will prove effective at catching the interest of groups or individuals, to 
tracking the usage or movement patterns of a specific user.119 While some states or bodies, such as the 
European Union, have enacted restrictions of the collection of individual data and its profiling, in many 
cases, these regulations are minimal at best, and often the individual user has little formal protections 
against the collection of this information, its profiling or its usage. 120 Even when companies or 
organizations do not misuse these data profiles, their very existence poses a threat to the security of the 
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individuals profiled, with sensitive information like personal messages, banking records and personal 
details often included in these profiles. Even data profiles compiled by government agencies pose threats 
to individual security, as was demonstrated in 2015 when the Office of Personnel Management in the USA 
was targeted by hackers, resulting in over 5 million fingerprint files being compromised.121  

While the existence of these profiles poses a significant risk to the individual, there has been a 
positive trend in recent years, with consumers in Canada, the United States, and Europe, among others, 
calling on their governments for more detailed protections to individual privacy and for regulations regarding 
this individual data.122 Yet these protections alone have not had the desired impact, and as large 
corporations have increasingly absorbed smaller firms, large technology giants have developed a form of 
online monopoly, circumventing the need for consent to data profiling by simply making agreement to their 
terms the price of entry to large portions of the online space.123 While steps have been taken to address the 
implications of these detailed individual data profiles, the truth of the matter is that their existence and 
current uses pose significant risks to the individual. From targeted breaches by single hackers, to corporate 
sales of thousands of profiles, and law enforcement monitoring of suspected criminals using data profiles, 
there is evidently a need for a comprehensive framework to address and mitigate these risks moving 
forward. While recent years have seen groundbreaking regulations introduced in numerous states to 
regulate the creation and misuse of these data profiles, the unfortunate reality is that in many cases, these 
regulations are only marginally effective. Without a more detailed understanding on the part of users, 
regulations designed to protect the individual, such as required consent or the option to prevent data 
retention are largely ineffective, and even when users may wish to opt out, many services have made the 
provision of consent a requirement to utilize services. 
 

Hacking and Personal Use of Individual Data  
 
 The most obvious form of individual data profiles are those created by each individual willingly, 
user accounts with services like Facebook, Google and other social media platforms. User accounts are 
regularly hacked, and have become major sources of personal data used in the generation of data profiles. 
One of the major risks posed by these profiles are breaches to the servers of these services, usually as a 
result of targeted hacking attempts. In these cases, the central area of concern is the lack of information 
available to users regarding the risks posed by offering up this amount of personal information to these 
services, and subsequent failures on the part of these services to disclose these breaches. Often, the 
information accessed by these hacks is banking information, from websites that facilitate online 
transactions, such as Marriott International, which had the data of 500 million customers stolen between 
2014 and 2018 and included contact information, passport numbers and travel history of rewards 
members.124 Other instances, such as the 3 billion Yahoo user accounts compromised between 2013 and 
2014 saw dates of birth, phone numbers, full names, and shared files stolen.125 Social Security and credit 
card information for 143 million users were lost by Equifax in 2017, through a “vulnerability in their 
website.”126 Many of these data breaches are to gather information for sale to a third party, to access 
accounts for misuse and to gather access to banking information and accounts. However, there are other 
more insidious examples of hacking leading to bullying, blackmail and permanent harm. 
 When compromised, these accounts pose significant security threats to users, as information 
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provided to trusted sources is often accessed by unauthorized parties, and can be released or misused 
without consent. The hacking of the website Ashley Madison has been one of the large scale data 
breaches that has gained the most attention from the media and public. The website, marketed as a service 
for extramarital affairs had data leaked by a group titled “The Impact Team,” and was discovered when 
partial data leaks were released and messages were left on employees’ desktops by the hacking group.127 
The company was threatened with the release of the information of approximately 40 million users, largely 
from the US and Canada, who were using the site to conduct secretive, “discreet” affairs, if the company 
did not permanently shut down its websites.128 Information supposedly accessed by the group included full 
names, addresses, credit card information, and profiles with intimate sexual details. After the company 
ignored these demands, The Impact Team periodically released partial leaks of profiles, emails, company 
files and credit transactions, including notable figures such as Joshua J. Duggar who came under fire, as 
well as approximately 15,000 American military and government employee emails.129 Ashley Madison was 
remarkable, as the information released severely damaged reputations, and sparked interest in sites such 
as trustify.info, which claims to check if your personal email has been part of a data breach. Furthermore, 
divorces, work issues/dismissals and even suicides were theorized to be connected to the release of the 
information, although, it is difficult to definitively attribute such events to this leak.130 Furthermore, phishing 
emails continue to use threats of sensitive or embarrassing information to attempt to coerce payments from 
affected individuals. This case highlights how user profiles, including data willingly provided can be 
permanently harmful, with no option for reversal despite once this information is put online.  
 An additional example of this type of risk comes from 2018, when Canadians found their bank 
accounts at risk with the breach of two major banks, Bank of Montreal and Simplii Financial (owned by 
CIBC). This breach is estimated to have affected up to 90,000 customers who may have faced fraudulent 
activity, stolen data and frozen accounts.131 While both banks were quick to state that they would reimburse 
all fraudulent transactions, many of these accounts lost thousands of dollars, and until their claims were 
investigated customers were unable to access online accounts and to use their debit cards in many 
instances.132 For online based bank Simplii, this crippled services for affected customers. Hacking into bank 
accounts can have extreme consequences, revealing sensitive data such as financial history, contact 
information, security questions and social security number. These all contribute easily to accessing other 
accounts, and creating fake identities using stolen data. Further, the money lost in these breaches can 
impact credit scores, ability to pay bills while waiting for reimbursement, assuming reimbursement is 
possible, and destroys trust in banking institutions. This is especially true services increasingly transition 
toward online access. 
 Over 105 million adults in America alone are aware of receiving at least one data breach 
notification in their lifetime, however 44% said they found out through alternative sources first.133 The 
growth of sites such as “haveibeenpwned.com,” Breachalarm and DeHashed, which check email 
addresses, passwords and personal information to see if it is in any known lists of data breaches is 
indicative of the increasing acceptance on the part of users regarding the potential of data breaches as a 
central part online activities. Similar sites appeared following Ashley Madison, creating a searchable list, or 
an easy way to check if you were part of the leak. These sites fill a gap right now, as many sites and 
companies fail to inform consumers when a breach has occurred, even if their information might be part of 
the breach, often in order to prevent backlash or loss of business. However, this creates difficulty for an 
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individual on the web to know if they need to update accounts to protect their information in the future and 
leaves them vulnerable especially as a common phishing tactic is to claim an account or password has 
been compromised and some of this information can be used for identity theft given enough time. 
Furthermore, one study shows that customer loyalty was not strongly influenced by a data breach when the 
customer was informed promptly.134 This not only shows that individuals are aware of the commonality of 
breaches, but also that they are comforted by a company that appears to be responding to the threat with 
their interests in mind. If websites begin disclosing data breaches promptly, this also leaves room for those 
that fail to disclose, or that are inadequately protecting data to be shamed by the public and the media, as 
many companies already find occurring during data breaches given that there is no proper procedure which 
might allow for redemption. 
 In general, the increasing amount of personal information being provided and collected online has 
allowed a strong hacking community to thrive, both for positive security efforts, and for misuse and data 
breaches. It is no longer enough for users to use false information and cover their webcams when seeking 
to remain anonymous. When online companies are breached, information is accessed from user accounts, 
but also increasingly from users who may have never willingly or knowingly entered any data, such as 
search histories or location services. The increasing frequency of these breaches pose new questions 
regarding how best to govern the cyberspace. How can individuals protect their information online? How 
much trust can individuals put in business, while still protecting themselves? What forms of recourse do 
consumers have when their information is breached? This topic relates to both government and business 
violations of individual privacy, as data profiles collected by both are vulnerable to these targeted breaches 
and struggle to keep pace with the developing technology to get past firewalls and security measures. As 
beneficial innovations continue regarding the uses of the cyberspace, the negative innovations also enable 
misuses of this same space. As a result, individuals must be aware of all data connected to their accounts, 
and consider potential misuses should that data be released when providing information online. Further, 
legal framework to address these breaches must be considered as following many breaches lawsuits arise 
in vast numbers against the company and calls for criminal consequences for the hackers. Breaches have 
become a common and consistent occurrence, and individuals must monitor accounts, and consistently 
check their own information and security settings to ensure they are not the victims of data breaches and 
other misuses of cyber data. 
 

Corporate Uses of Individual Data 
 
 Another risk to the privacy and security of individual users is that posed by the intentional sale of 
data profiles on the part of online companies. Although the number of individuals utilizing social media 
platforms is becoming increasingly widespread, many users do not fully understand what they are agreeing 
to when using these platforms, specifically how their data is collected and sold by each platform. Moreover, 
users generally remain unaware as to the responsibilities that these actors have in regard to the protection 
of their individual data. Facebook and Google are two of the most popular websites in use today. One is the 
most popular social media platform and the other remains the most commonly used search engine, while 
increasingly expanding to provide numerous other services.135 The amount of individual data that each 
collects on its users is enormous, and as such raises several concerns regarding user privacy and the 
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protection of individual data.136 It should be noted that although both platforms have privacy policies 
outlining how they collect and use individual data, these are often vague and by no means extensive in 
their descriptions of the specific ways in which each user’s individual data is used.137 For instance, both 
platforms describe several sources of automatically logged individual data as including search queries, 
cookies, local storage of user’s individual data, the device that the user is accessing the platform from as 
well as their location.138 These privacy policies themselves are often problematic in several ways. First, the 
complex terminology employed in such policies is often beyond the level of comprehension of the average 
user. The second issue is the sheer length of the policies themselves. It is estimated that it would take an 
internet user an average of two hundred and fifty hours per year to read the privacy policies of the websites 
that they visit in their entirety.139 
 There are two types of information that these platforms collect. As mentioned previously, these 
online services collect data through user profiles, made up of information that users typically provide during 
the initial sign up process. Facebook terms this form of data ‘information you provide’, and similarly Google 
refers to this as ‘information you give us.’ However, Facebook’s privacy policy also states, ‘we also collect 
information about how you use our services’ which is comparable with Google’s reference to ‘information 
we get from your use of our services.’140 Both platforms take both types of information that they collect and 
centralize it to create a more complete profile of their users.141 A 2014 update in Facebook’s privacy policy 
introduced further data collection measures through the use of cookies and social plugins like Facebook's 
‘Like Button’.142 However, the majority of data collected by Facebook is still voluntarily provided by the user 
during the sign up process and through the creation of and updates to their profile.143 Although Facebook 
gathers a significant amount of individual data on its users, Google exceeds Facebook both in the sheer 
amount of data that it gathers due to the extensive use of its search engine and apps as well as its greater 
tracking abilities.144 Although like Facebook, Google also gathers data from the personal information 
provided by its users, Google’s primary source of individual data collection is ‘search query data.’ This 
information is composed of the content that a user searches for when using a Google platform.145 
Moreover, when Googled introduced Google+ in June of 2011 it brought about a significant change in the 
way search results were increasingly personalized with less priority given to relevancy. Two factors that 
influence a user’s search results include the country that they are in, as well as if they are logged into a 
Google account which then allows for Google to determine more favourable results based upon individual 
search histories.146  
 Although the use of such platforms is often free, profit is earned by the platform through 
advertising. Individual data is of increasing economic value and social media platforms are built upon this 
idea.147 The collection and sale of user data is an increasingly important driver of profit for social media 
platforms and online retailers.148 As a result, social media sites have an incentive to encourage their users 
to enter as much information about themselves as possible so that this data can be used to provide more 
targeted advertisements and increase revenue for both the platform itself and advertisers.149 To highlight, 
advertisements make up 98 percent of Facebook's revenue.150 Most social media platforms such as 
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and Google all state that by creating an account and agreeing to their terms 
and conditions, a user agrees to allow them to share and sell their data for several purposes, the most 
common being marketing. For instance, Google’s terms and services for Android smartphone users allow 
them to track nearly all of the user’s internet activity. Facebook and Google take user data and 
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contextualize it in a way that will be relevant to marketing and advertising.151 Due to their extensive 
database of individual data, they have the ability to reach a brand’s target market in ways far beyond that of 
traditional forms of advertisement. These platforms can identify trends in a user’s preferences, desires, and 
needs and in turn place advertisements that the user is far more likely to engage with.152 
 Facebook successfully delivers what they term to be “social ads” to their users. Facebook targets 
certain ads towards particular demographics based on age and gender, user preferences, engagement with 
content on the platform, as well as interests of their Facebook friends.153 Arguably, the business models of 
these social media platforms themselves are aimed at privacy violation.154 Both Facebook and Google 
engage in behavioural advertising, which entails tracking its users’ online behaviour and then using the 
data collected to show advertisements that are personally tailored to each individual. They also engage in 
contextual advertisement which refers to advertisements that are related to the content found on a given 
website. However, the line between behavioural advertising and contextual advertising has become 
increasingly thin as it has been found that when search engines such as Google display contextual 
advertisements the content shown is also influenced by past search queries tied to the user’s IP address.155 
 Facebook and Google explain who they share user’s individual data with using broad umbrella 
terms such as “partners,” “customers,” “subsidiaries and companies,” “organizations,” and “individuals 
outside Google.”156 Furthermore, the exact degree of access that third party companies have to user data 
collected by social media platforms is often greater than necessary. For instance, a study looking at 150 
popular Facebook applications found that they enabled access to more user data than was needed for the 
purposes of advertising.157 Moreover, Facebook and Google both do not adequately disclose the type and 
extent of the personal information that is provided to advertisers. In particular, although users are aware of 
the information that they willingly provide to these platforms, they are not aware of exactly what information 
is later collected as a result of their use of the platform.158 Moreover, these platforms have no control over 
how these third parties use the data provided beyond their initial purposes. Despite regulations in place 
designed to protect individuals from this invasive profiling and the subsequent sale of these profiles, many 
online services have been shown to comply with the letter of the law, while circumventing its intent. For 
example, Google notably does not allow third parties to obscure features such as the ‘opt out’ buttons in an 
effort to gain more access than needed in regard to mobile applications found in Google’s Android app 
store, yet places no constraints on what forms of data these applications may request as “information they 
need” to function.159 Additionally, Google itself is known to use questionable tactics to obtain user consent, 
as it has been noted that the Gmail app will repeatedly request access to a user’s microphone and camera 
until they agree.160 Unfortunately, it is difficult for a user to identify if their privacy has been violated if they 
are not aware of the personal information that has been collected regarding them and how exactly this 
information is being used.161 This collection of user data into profiles is enabled by both the weakness in 
legal restrictions on this practice, as well as consumer ignorance regarding their own privacy. While there 
are some legal constraints on profiling in place, such as the need for individual consent, companies 
operating online have increasingly utilized dishonest methods to obtain this consent, and without stricter 
legal restrictions on how this consent must be given, this trend is likely to continue. Furthermore, these 
existing protections are effectively useless if users simply blindly agree to a service’s complicated and often 
inaccessible terms and conditions, again highlighting the need for informed consumers to play an active 
role in protecting their own privacy online. 
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Government Uses of Individual Data 

 
 Another area of risk posed to the individual regarding the use of their own data profiles comes from 
state actors, who often either directly circumvent their own laws protecting citizen privacy, or outright make 
legal exception for themselves. In Canada, use of the internet as a mainstream communications 
mechanism is becoming increasingly surveilled by law enforcement and intelligence agencies, posing a 
challenge to the privacy and non-discrimination rights that are core to the Canadian legal framework162. 
New legal powers to monitor users have been particularly targeted toward terrorist activities and suspects, 
where agencies now have the capabilities to track and analyze the use of Internet for communication, 
propaganda, research, planning, publicity, fundraising and creating a distributed sense of community. 
Policing of such activities has therefore become more preemptive as surveillance bodies now have the 
legal right and the surveillance capabilities necessary to criminalise a range of activities that could be 
deemed as ‘supporting’ terrorism.   
 Several laws govern the scope of Canadian activities in the domestic and international surveillance 
realm. The National Defence Act governs the Canadian Security Establishment (CSE) which holds a 
mandate limiting its activity to the following: 
 

A. To acquire and use information from the global information infrastructure for the purpose of 
providing foreign intelligence, in accordance with Government of Canada intelligence priorities; 

B. To provide advice, guidance and services to help ensure the protection of electronic information 
and of information infrastructures of importance to the Government of Canada; 

C. To provide technical and operational assistance to federal law enforcement and security agencies 
in the performance of their lawful duties.163 

 
The CSE commissioner has expanded upon the limitations on parts a) and b) by stating that “…CSEC 
[CSE] may use and retain a private communication obtained this way but only if it is essential to either 
international affairs, defence or security, or to identify, isolate or prevent harm to Government of Canada 
computer systems or networks.”164 CSE is unanimously defended by the government, with ministers 
consistently claiming that the scope of its activities is compliant with the law.  
 The introduction of Bill-C51 in 2015 further expanded the powers of CSIS without enhancing 
related oversight. The bill facilitated information sharing practices within Canadian and Canada-US 
agencies and included the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act (SCISA), an act which permits 
sharing of government surveillance data across seventeen government institutions, most of which have 
little to do with terrorism. University of Toronto professor Ron Deibert has argued that “the Canadian 
checks and balances just aren’t there. We have no parliamentary oversight of CSEC [CSE], no adequate 
independent entity to watch the watchers and act as a constraint on misbehaviour. It just doesn’t exist 
now.”165 
 In an email to the Globe and Mail, former CSE spokesperson Ryan Foreman said that while there 
are accidental intercepts of the content of the Canadian communications that they are mining, they attempt 
to make this data anonymous after they obtain it. “Metadata is used to isolate and identify foreign 
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communications, as CSE is prohibited by law from directing its activities at Canadians,” writes Foreman. 
While the collection of metadata was temporarily suspended in 2008, it has since been reinforced. 
 Metadata, or data about data, is a large debate within the study of Canadian privacy and 
surveillance law. It is known that a metadata program exists in Canada, much like our US counterparts, the 
details of the program have never been publicly disclosed and the questions about the privacy implications 
of metadata collection remain unanswered.166 The argument that metadata collection is less invasive than 
other methods should be challenged. The process can include geolocation information, call duration, call 
participants and internet protocol addresses. Though it is assured that these methods are not invasive, 
studies have shown that after months of anonymized cell phone data, only four data points were needed to 
identify a specific person 95 percent of the time, while others have proved that sexual identity can be 
guessed based on Facebook metadata.167 CSE acknowledged in 2008 that “bulk, unselected metadata 
presents too high a risk to share with second parties at this time, because of the requirement to ensure that 
the identities of Canadians or persons in Canada are minimized, but re-evaluation of this stance is 
ongoing.”168 
 An example of the collection of this kind of data can be seen in the following example reworked 
from A Primer on Metadata created by the former Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Ann 
Cavoukian.169 Someone makes a telephone call from a primary school to an individual in a corporate area. 
Immediately, the individual’s location via cell phone towers can be traced to have left that area and then 
subsequently traced to the primary school. From there, the person’s cell-phone was traced to a local walk-
in clinic. One week later, the same person was located at a specialist’s office, and then back to the same 
primary school. From the data gathered here, it is easy to deduce that the person has a child between the 
ages of four and thirteen and that the child is sick. While this does not seem like the most intrusive 
collection of information, the more sensitive this information is, the more damage it could potentially do.170 
 The risks posed by the collection of this sensitive information are connected to the vulnerability of 
the individual in question, and in many cases privilege comes strikingly into play. Its importance can be 
noted in the earlier mentioned Ashley Madison case, and can specifically be seen in regards to the 
LGBTQ2+ community. The invasion of your web search history can be particularly troubling if recent 
searches are similar to “how to come out to your family”, “birth control morning after pill,” “divorce lawyers in 
London, Ontario.”171 The more privileged an individual is, the less they need to worry about a hack to your 
private data.  
 In the post 9/11 world, there has been a stark shift from a post-crime to a pre-crime society. The 
previous post-crime society and the old penology of crime focused on finding the individual responsible for 
the crime and ensuring that appropriate punishment was meted out to the guilty party. No longer is our 
society satisfied with the simple punishment of a crime, but there is now a need to prevent crime from 
happening in the first place. This shift has two main trends: the first is “a more proactive, predictive, and 
pre-crime methods” and the second is the creation of more “surveillance technologies and more 
specifically, databases and profiling/data mining methods becoming more and more ubiquitous in policing 
practices.”172 

 The creation of cloud networks has allowed for greater interconnectivity, at every level of access. In 
terms of government networks, the use of the cloud is incredibly efficient for sharing data, logistics, and 
software. While proponents of the cloud argue that this allows for a more democratic governmental 
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network, namely that perhaps this will allow for greater transparency from citizen to government work, cloud 
networks quickly come under fire for issues of data sovereignty.173 This is heightened by pre-crime society, 
where a significant part of policing has become the gathering and storage of intelligence that could 
potentially be useful later.174  
 Due to the increase of cloud networks at the governmental level, it is easy for different departments 
within the government to share information. This development has had many positive impacts on 
everything from healthcare provision to law enforcement. When children go missing and Amber Alerts are 
issued, the relaying of this data to members of the populace is faster than ever before, as seen in the 
recent tragic case of Riya Rajkumar. While some are quick to complain about being woken up in the middle 
of the night, these alerts are generally effective.175 However, this sharing of private data over multiple levels 
of government also has less positive implications, such as the increased ease with which different 
departments are able to gather individual data without their knowledge or consent.176 For example, areas of 
the Canadian government can access your Canadian Revenue Agency (CRA) account without a warrant 
and without notification.177 This is all due to the crime prevention society in which we live, as the idea is that 
the government must do their best to maximize the security of all, even if that means infringing on the 
security of the few. However, we are learning that the few may not necessarily be just a few anymore when 
it comes to whom the government is collecting intelligence on.  
 The Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) was subjected to scrutiny in 2017 when a judge 
ruled that CSIS had been storing information that was legally collected under warrant “long after it had 
decided the information was not related to a security threat.”178 The collection of metadata by CSIS is done 
in the Operational Data Analysis Centre (ODAC), which both collects and stores the metadata. More 
concerning is that they were not fulfilling their “duty of candor” which maintains that CSIS must be upfront 
with the Federal Court about the purpose of its information-seeking warrants.179 On top of this, CSIS is not 
required to inform citizens when they are obtaining information from the Canada Revenue Agency. It is 
through the expansion of Bill C-51 that CSIS has obtained more information from other government 
agencies. 
 
Recommendations 
 
3.1 Development of Stricter Legal Frameworks for the Protection of Individual Data 
 

Actors: Governments, Corporate 
Type of Recommendation: Legal 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Big Data, Personal Data, Data Collection, Surveillance, 
Ownership/Control of Resources, Storage and Communication of Data, Pace of Technological, 
Change, Hacking, Social Dependence 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, Human Rights, Reach of International Law, Extra-territoriality, 
Cooperation, Crime, Legitimacy 
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Explanation We recommend that states pursue stricter protections for the rights of the individual 
regarding online privacy and their rights regarding the collection, transfer and control over their own 
individual data. This should be at both the national and international level, and could include: 
 
A. Establishing firm legal definitions for types of online services, such as social media platforms, and 

mobile applications to better clarify the rights of the individual for both corporations and individual 
users. 

B. Implementing basic legal rights to individual data privacy and control, such as the adoption of an 
erasure right like the GDPR ‘right to be forgotten,’ the legal requirement for more direct and 
transparent communication of data collection permissions.180 

C. The Establishment of legal restrictions on Opt-Out data processing consent models, instead 
implementing and Opt-In system and prohibiting making access to services contingent on the 
provision of consent. 

D. The Updating of Pre-Cyber legal principles to address cyber technologies, with an emphasis, for 
example, on the sale of individual data, the clandestine tracking of individuals, and the recording 
information through speakers and software that are supposedly “off,” without consent, as well as to 
set precedent for their application regarding cyber issues. 

 
Challenges: Most social media platforms gain a significant portion of their revenue from advertising 
and data sales, and thus limitations to data collection would result in a loss of revenue. This will likely 
result in any legal restrictions regarding the collection and sale of data facing resistance from 
corporations that engage in the newly regulated practices. Similar regulations to those proposed can 
currently be found worldwide; the EU’s GDPR is a prime example, which requires corporations inform 
their users within 72 hours of a breach of their personal information, 181 or they could face fines up to 
2% of its global revenue.182 However, this is not to say that this revenue completely disappear. Even 
under the new GDPR policies, social media corporations are still thriving in Europe, because people do 
consent to the sale of their personal data and opt to remain a part of this process. In one prominent 
example, Facebook started implementing the outlined GDPR globally in mid-2018;183 however, this is 
definitely not a feature that many users are aware of. Facebook needs to increase this apparent 
transparency feature and other sites should follow suit.   

 
Justification: By implementing national regulations regarding the rights of the individual and their data 
online, the protection of individuals from corporations or institutions can at best be controlled. By 
entrenching these protections at the national level, the rights of the individual can be officially protected 
by national laws. This will allow each national government to ensure the rights of its own citizens are 
protected, while building towards a national understanding of the important role played by these rights. 

 
3.2 Common Standards, Legal Minimum Requirements and Best Practices for Corporate Actors 

 
Actors: Governments, Private Enterprise, Banks, Consumers 
Type of Recommendation: Legal, Normative 
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Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Big Data, Personal Data, Anonymity, Data Collection, 
Trust/Mistrust, Espionage, Hacking, Commodification of Information, Social Dependence 
Innovation, Security Threat, Storage and Communication of Data 
Main IR Issues Involved: Leadership, Cooperation, Legitimacy, Human Rights, Governance, Crime, 
Securitization 
 
Explanation: We recommend that universal standards for the protection of individual’s data are 
created for companies that collect and store personal data. This could include: 

A. Maintaining adequate firewalls or security measures evaluated as sustainable and reasonable 
by industry experts 
B. Regulated timelines and methods of information release in the event of a breach, specifying 
what notice must be given to affected clients. 
C. Comprehensive response protocols, for both automated breaches and for targeted hacks 
D. The establishment of legal options for recourse when individuals feel a company has not 
adequately protected their data. 

 
Challenges:  Corporate backlash will present a significant challenge in creating minimum 
requirements. Additionally, acquiring the trust from consumers will be a difficult but necessary step in 
upholding standards. Finally, popular support for legal recourse will be required to begin to develop the 
necessary procedures. 
 
Justification: The creation of standardized regulations will foster greater accountability in corporate 
actors and build better avenues for recourse for individual users when their rights are violated. 

 
3.3 Educational Campaigns for Individual Users, Highlighting the Risks of Online Activities and How to 

Protect Individual Privacy 
 

Actors: Consumers, Citizens, Governments, Non-State Actors, Civil Society 
Type of Recommendation: Normative 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Personal Data, Data Collection, Ownership/Control of 
Resources, Trust/Mistrust, Commodification of Information, Access, Hacking, Big Data 
Main IR Issues Involved: Leadership, Cooperation, Human Rights, Development 

 
Explanation: We recommend the creation of education campaigns for individual users online, to 
educate the general population on the specific risks posed to their privacy and rights online by 
criminals, states and corporations. The focus of these campaigns would be to highlight potential risks to 
individual security, and to inform the individual both of which actions they can take to better protect 
themselves, as well as what to expect from their governments regarding individual protections. In 
addition to the general public, these campaigns could target vulnerable groups specifically, such as 
children interacting with the internet for the first time, or elderly individuals with less experience and 
understanding of recent technological developments.184 
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Challenges: Some of the most vulnerable groups in the cyber realm are the older and younger 
populations, who are unaware of the potential risks nor the strategies to identify and protect their data 
from misuse. However, implementing educational campaigns may fail to reach these populations 
unless implemented in a large scale and uniform manner. Furthermore, these campaigns will require 
constant funding and regular review to ensure that their information and data is up to date and not 
misleading. This can best be approached by considering possible audiences for the campaign closely, 
and creating a consistent curriculum that can be updated as necessary. 

 
Justification: While there currently are regulations and protections designed to help individuals assert 
their privacy rights, the unfortunate reality is that these protections are often either ignored or 
circumvented by corporations. By working to improve the cyber literacy of online users and educate 
them, these vulnerable users can be protected from misuses of their individual data. While increased 
cyber literacy is ideal for society as a whole when considering how to protect individual privacy and 
data rights, by first targeting those groups, those at the greatest risk can be helped. 
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5G Network 
Infrastructure Development & Security Concerns  
 

 Background  
 

Fifth Generation (5G) networking is a new wave of networking technology that is set to improve 
upon the Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology of 4G LTE networks that are currently 
widespread throughout most countries. Very recent advances in multimedia applications and cloud 
computing have necessitated advancements in networking technology, and more specifically, how different 
devices interact with a network. From 2016-2018 the global mobile network traffic grew from 2.6 exabytes 
of data to 15.8 exabytes of data (or about 15.8 billion gigabytes).185  Addressing this huge year-on-year 
increase in mobile network access has underscored the need to further evolve cellular networks. New 5G 
technology seeks to ameliorate this exact issue by enabling 100 times faster internet speeds, 100 times the 
amount of users connected, decreased latency by a factor of 5, and 10 times more efficient power draw for 
devices operating on this network.186  To put this into perspective, a 2 gigabyte movie downloaded on an 
older 3G network would take 26 hours, while the same video would take around 4 minutes to download on 
4G LTE networks. On 5G networks, this same movie could be downloaded as fast as 3 seconds. This sort 
of speed, ease of access, and low latency would allow for new technologies like cloud computing, 
driverless cars, and eHealth services to run much more efficiently.187 5G technology greatly expands the 
internet of things and will enable consumer and commercial devices to be connected in a way that was not 
possible on a 4G network.  
 

Infrastructure Development 
 

In contrast to current wireless communication systems, 5G will significantly improve the energy 
consumption, cost, and resource-efficiency of a nation, which could further develop the system capacity 
with regards to affordability and energy consumption.188 In general, the 5G network promises greater 
speed, which translates to faster communication and the potential of increased infrastructure 
development.189 However, Canada and its allies face a challenge posed by China which presents a unique 
geopolitical dilemma. This dilemma places Canada between two global giants; China and the United 
States. China’s Huawei has established contemporary research programs to develop alternatives to 
American suppliers, in an accelerated effort to develop its own 5G technology. 5G is intended to open up 
the potential of interconnected devices: self-driving cars, remote surgeries, and streaming virtual reality. 

 However, if hypothetically, relations between the two countries were to deteriorate, then Beijing 
could conceivably decide it wants access to any of that vital data spanning across Canada’s 5G networks 
via Huawei. This would lead to a major concern of Chinese influence with its control over devices 
connected to the 5G network in Canada: interrupting critical infrastructure services.190 If 5G is to play an 
instrumental role in infrastructure development and the Internet of Things, that development could be held 
hostage to the priorities of Chinese companies.191 Though lucrative, noting this East versus West 
dichotomy, Canada should abstain from aligning their efforts with China, primarily due to the increased risk 
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of alienation from the US and its other allies. This report will focus on two potential areas of risk in 
infrastructure development if Canada’s 5G networks are developed under Huawei; water filtration and self-
driving cars.  

If China is granted access via Huawei, on the one hand there could be positive benefits for 
infrastructure development in Canada, on the other it could lead way to heightened risks with deadly 
consequences for Canadian water supplies. Insofar that Canada would be left vulnerable to the risk of 
compromised water filtration systems. Currently, many Canadian water filtration systems work on 
computers.192 These computers are tasked with administering a specific amount of chlorine to destroy 
bacteria, fluoride for dental health, and other additives to keep the water potable.193 If these chemicals are 
not administered appropriately, significant health risks may occur thereby impacting Canadian citizens. This 
includes water poisoning which could, in the worst cases, lead to death. This opens the possibility for China 
to essentially eradicate an entire population in targeted attack. In virtue of weaponizing water, an attack of 
this nature could be considered biological warfare and is thus a violation of international law under the 1975 
Biological Weapons Convention. Allowing another state to possess this potential is a huge national security 
threat for the Canadian government. 
  Self-driving cars seem to be the natural direction in contemporary technological advancement and 
when they become the norm on the roads, a risk of traffic disruption could also present a security concern 
for Ottawa.194  If international tension was to increase, the Chinese government could disrupt traffic 
patterns across all major cities.195 There would be the possibility to pinpoint a location and interrupt the flow 
of data that makes autonomous vehicles drive safely in traffic. These self-driving cars could be made to 
crash into other vehicles or nearby buildings without the drivers control of consent, thus risking the life of 
the driver or a potentially damage of property. 

Additionally, traffic lights could be manipulated to change abruptly, sparking further concerns about 
the potential for accidents. However, this does not necessarily suggest that all 5G infrastructure 
development is detrimental, as in the case of traffic and self-driving cars, the flow of traffic could improve 
with help of smart traffic management systems on a 5G network. Traffic signals would be able to change 
based on the current, real-time traffic patterns, which would be monitored by sensors and cameras.196 This 
has already taken place in major cities through Internet of things (IoT) initiatives in order to increase traffic 
flow.197 For example, in Kansas City, USA, sensors on street lights along a 3.54 kilometer rail line in March 
2016 and Carnegie Mellon University’s recent test of smart traffic lights in the city of Pittsburgh  led to a 
26.0 percent faster commute, and a 40.0 percent reduction in vehicle wait time, and a 21.0 percent 
decrease in vehicle emissions.198 These practices could also have a profound impact for companies like 
Lyft and Uber.199 Transport companies could save money on gas, and with an increased flow of traffic and 
a reduction in vehicle wait time, drivers could automatically increase their number of pickups.  If vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communication technology can be deployed over a 5G network, potentially increasing in how 
closely cars could travel next to each other in a practice also known as platooning, which could lead to an 
increase in highway capacity and decreased commute times.200 Using this technology would provide 
Canada with a greener alternative to traditional cars, with economic incentives for both states and private 
companies. 

While the aforementioned risks are not unique to an alliance with China, they are amplified due to 
the constitutional limitation for Chinese companies such as Huawei.201 If Canada is seeking to develop its 
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own 5G network, the best course of action would be to focus on preserving its ally-ship with US and other 
countries seeking to develop 5G. 
 

Balancing Geostrategy and Security Risks in 5G Development 
 

Canada’s approach to 5G technology development must take into account geopolitical considerations, 
and a balance of security, allies, and national interest. It is paramount that Canadian 5G technology 
development adopts a strategy which balances the risks of the technologies themselves, as well as the 
geopolitical implications associated with adopting them. 5G leadership will provide the foundation for 
technological innovations that will drive military capability and economic growth. Yet, it has far reaching 
implications because 5G network development represents both an economic and security contest. 5G 
competition is emerging as part of geopolitical competition for influence and power based on different 
options of national approaches to investment and innovation.  The pursuit of 5G technology development in 
Canada requires that the government not focus solely on the technology itself, but what it signifies for 
geopolitics in the changing liberal world order.  

There are currently four companies dominating the market for technologies needed for 5G networking: 
two European (Ericsson and Nokia) and two Chinese (Huawei and ZTE).202 Canada’s choice between 
these four companies in implementing its 5G network nationally will affect security and innovation in an 
increasingly competitive technological environment. It is important that the decision adopted by the 
Canadian government regarding 5G technologies maintains alliances and considers the positives of each 
company’s technology while protecting against any security threats they may pose. 

Chinese 5G companies Huawei and ZTE have acquired first-mover status in developing and 
proliferating 5G technology. This may result in geopolitical advantage by expanding its technological sphere 
of influence in Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, where the Belt and Road Initiative has already 
provided strong incentives for governments to adopt the cheaper and more readily available Chinese 
technologies.203 Expanding Chinese influence through 5G technology poses a security dilemma to the 
United States, which views China as a direct competitor and security threat. In America’s assessment, 
China would theoretically be able to force its companies to install network backdoors which will allow it 
unfettered access to other countries’ 5G networks, giving it enhanced espionage capabilities.204 Limiting 
this expansion of influence will require similar effort by Western powers to promote 5G network creation by 
companies in the US and Europe. It is unlikely given the current technological infrastructure that Canada 
will be able to exert influence through expanding its own 5G technology, and rather, should align with allied 
efforts to counter Chinese influence in this new realm of geostrategic space.   

Canada’s Western allies have expressed growing concern with investing in Chinese 5G technology, in 
favour of a policy which excludes Chinese technologies, based on the grounds that Huawei and ZTE 
corporations pose threats due to the regulations required by the Chinese government.  In August 2018, the 
Australian government formally banned Huawei and ZTE equipment for the country’s 5G networks. In the 
EU, Jeremy Fleming, the director of the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), singled out 
China as a significant threat for security of those countries who adopt Chinese 5G technology, advocating 
that security must be considered into new technologies, especially for protecting personal information.205 
European heads of state have been questioning the reliability of Chinese companies such as Huawei and 
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ZTE to build 5G networks, because backdoors could theoretically give China access to critical infrastructure 
that will soon be relying on 5G technology, such as water supply, road safety, and entire industries.  World 
leaders have been calling for stricter security requirements for companies that will supply critical 
infrastructure backed by 5G, yet there has been no global consensus or even consensus among Western 
allies on this issue.206  

However, the current approach by many Western states to prevent the spread of Chinese 5G 
technology is not tenable. It is not clear whether a coalition of non-Chinese infrastructure vendors could be 
assembled to provide the full spectrum of 5G infrastructure equipment in a cost-effective and timely 
manner.207 Geostrategic challenges posed by Chinese 5G technology in Canada include deciding between 
the security threats that Huawei poses or damaging Chinese-Canadian relations by banning Huawei.  
China’s ambassador to Canada, Lu Shaye, has warned of “repercussions” if Canada follows through with 
banning Huawei from participating in building Canada’s 5G network.208 Public Safety and Emergency 
Preparedness Minister Ralph Goodale is overseeing Canada's review of the security challenges and 
potential threats in Canada's future use 5G technology. Goodale must prioritize long and short term 
national interests while balancing the geostrategic elements of 5G network expansion.  

5G networks promise internet speeds which can support futuristic technology that will revolutionize 
cyberspace. One of the leaders in developing 5G is the Chinese company, Huawei, which has been 
banned in New Zealand, Australia, Germany, and the United States.209 The concern with Huawei is a result 
of the Chinese National Intelligence Law, which allows for the Chinese government to access information 
through private tech companies.210 The United States has been the most outspoken about this law, and is a 
leading voice in publicizing the close links between the company and Chinese government.211 Specifically, 
there are three articles of primary concern listed in the revised National Security Laws. Firstly, Article 7 
clearly states that if the Chinese government claims the need to access data from a private entity, they can 
do so as they please, at any given time.212 This article is a concern for Canadian privacy, and is also the 
primary reason why the other member-states of Five Eyes have banned Huawei outright. Secondly, Article 
14 grants Chinese intelligence agencies authority when engaging in operations, granting them the ability to 
demand cooperation from businesses and organization.213 Finally, Article 16 outlines that intelligence 
agencies are granted entrance to restricted areas, and may read or collect relevant files, items, or materials 
as they see fit.214 This constitutional arrangement makes it possible for the Chinese government to access 
information as it pleases, which should be concerning to Canada when deciding whether to use Huawei for 
the 5G server. The statements of reassurance by Huawei chiefs are insubstantial as it is beyond their 
control whether the Chinese government will access the private information of Canadians.215 The banning 
of Huawei in a majority of the ‘Five Eyes’ nations is a result of these articles, and in fear of the Chinese 
government utilizing Huawei to gather intel from the respected nations.216          

Protectionism justified national security is ever-present and is branching into cyber security, but 
has the ability to strongly undermine liberal commitments to trade.217 This extension into cyberspace is in 
response to the longstanding history, and fear of Chinese espionage. This is one of the major concerns that 
led the majority of the ‘Five Eyes’ deciding to ban Huawei outright in the country. The struggle created for 
Canada specifically is a direct impact of US influence.218 However, the United Kingdom has reported that it 
has been monitoring Huawei’s activity and indicated that it could only provide ‘limited assurance’ that 
national security risks from the company had been ‘sufficiently mitigated.’219 The United Kingdom is one of 
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the remaining members of Five Eyes still to decide its final position on the adoption of Huawei’s 5G 
technology. Since they have provided only limited assurances of being able to mitigate security concerns, it 
is vital to take precautions against possible tampering from the Chinese government. In reality, the 
individuals at higher risk of being victims of espionage are the ones involved in research, military, business 
competition, or the government.220  

The United States’ Department of Homeland Security has criticized Chinese companies for 
intellectual property theft, and with the increased strength of the new data processing technology it had led 
to ‘industrial scale’ espionage.221 Nations including Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Taiwan and the UK 
have accused China of intrusion of public and private industries, highlighting that China has been identified 
as the most persistent cyber espionage actor internationally.222 China allegedly prefers to leverage the 
benefit of cyber intrusions during peacetime as a means of data and information collection to gain 
commercial advantage.223  
 
Scenarios and Recommendations    
 

Canada is lagging behind major countries like China and the United States for 5G network 
implementation. United States wireless providers like AT&T and Verizon are expected to begin 
implementing 5G networks in select cities beginning at the end of 2019, making the United States the 
second country to begin rolling out 5G networks after China. Meanwhile, Canada’s Big Three telecom 
companies have not yet offered information on their plans for a 5G rollout.224  Bell Canada has been testing 
5G technologies since 2015 in a partnership with Huawei. However, this partnership has caused some 
issues for the Canadian government vis-à-vis the US. The concern from US officials is that Huawei may 
use their technologies installed worldwide to provide information to the Chinese government thanks to an 
article in the Chinese Constitution that requires all Chinese companies to share data with the 
government.225  This could essentially be a tool for the Chinese government to spy on Canadian corporate 
or government information, or even be able to have control over Canadian systems that would run on new 
5G networks. However, Canadian cybersecurity experts have said that Huawei is not a threat given 
Canada’s current safeguards, putting Canada in an awkward position.226  US securitization of the issue is 
not unfounded as the US has historically been subject to Chinese industrial espionage through hacking, 
which has amounted to a $300 billion loss per year for US companies.227  Senator Warner was unsure what 
the consequences would be if Canada did end up adopting Huawei’s technologies, but he did say that there 
would have to be some degree of “untangling” of US and Canadian telecom networks which would greatly 
affect Canadians’ access to internet as Canada relies heavily on US networks.228 Furthermore, new 
technologies like driverless cars that would require integrated telecom networks in the future would not 
work as efficiently on separate 5G networks.  
 The Canadian government should look at 5G implementation in conjunction with Huawei in a cost-
benefit analysis. Canada’s relationship with China has been strained due to the Huawei CEO extradition 
case. However, despite US pressures, the Canadian government cannot simply back out of a 5G 
implementation deal with Huawei without some backlash. An agreement signed in 2012 by the Harper 
government called the Canada-China Agreement for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of 
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Investments could give China the legal right to sue the Government of Canada if it excludes Huawei for 
national security reasons.229  This could potentially be very costly for the Canadian government and might 
explain why a decision to exclude Huawei is not an easy decision. Conversely, the Trump Administration 
has repeatedly threatened to remove Canada from the Five Eyes Alliance if it adopts Huawei’s 
technologies, among other issues (like decoupling American and Canadian telecom infrastructure).230  This 
would greatly harm Canada’s special relationship with the US which could bleed over into other areas like 
trade and military cooperation in the worst cases.  
Despite all this, recent developments in Britain have given Canada a bit more breathing room on the issues 
as it is likely that Britain will implement a 5G network using Huawei’s technology. If Britain moves forward 
with these plans, it will set the precedent for Canada to do the same since Britain will most likely not be 
ousted from the Five Eyes Alliance given its importance. Each of these factors must be taken into account 
when making a decision. However, it is clear that Canada’s past decisions have been short sighted and 
have now put the government in an awkward position to deal with this issue. Given the circumstances, 
there are three different realistic scenarios that depend on what the British government decides in the near 
future: Britain does not adopt Huawei’s 5G technology and no precedent is set, Britain adopts Huawei’s 5G 
technology but is subsequently removed from participation in the Five Eyes Alliance, and finally, Britain 
adopts Huawei’s 5G technology and is able to remain in the Five Eyes intelligence network.  
 
Scenario 1: Britain does not Adopt Huawei’s 5G Technology 
 
 Although this does not currently look likely, if the British Parliament votes in favour of banning 
Huawei from its upcoming 5G network and opts to use Ericsson, Samsung, or Intel’s solutions, then this 
would isolate Canada in the Five Eyes Alliance given that the other alliance partners would have banned 
Huawei’s technology. In this scenario, we recommend that Canada ban Huawei’s technology in favor of 
maintaining a stable relationship with its allies. Although banning Huawei from participating in Canada’s 5G 
network may open Canada up to legal exposure from the Chinese government, and Huawei’s technology is 
thought to be superior to those of the aforementioned companies, it would not be worth it for Canada to 
lose vital intelligence-sharing allies, and more critically, the trust of the US government as an ally. Further to 
this, there has been a bipartisan consensus in the US that if Canada adopts Huawei’s 5G network, that 
network infrastructure between the two countries would have to be decoupled. This would have significant 
adverse effects on Canadian network infrastructure as a study conducted by the University of Toronto’s 
Data Governance Department showed that around 75% of Canadian-to-Canadian communications online 
were routed through the United States, and a further 80% of Canadian-to-international online 
communication is routed through the United States.231 Decoupling Canadian and American infrastructure at 
this juncture would significantly harm Canada’s ability to communicate online across the country and 
internationally at significant cost to Canadian taxpayers.  
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4.1  Canada Should Ban Huawei Technology in Favour of Upholding Strong Relations with Five Eye 
Alliance. 

 
Actors: Governments, Non state actors, Consumers, Citizens, Private enterprise, Civil society, 
Government of Canada, US, China, EU, OAS, etc 
Type of Recommendation: Scenario-based 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Surveillance/Data collection, Innovation, Commodification of 
Information, Pace of technological change, Social dependence (80%+ Cdns using internet actively), 
Security threat, Social division, Access, Ownership/control of resources, Trust/Mistrust, Governance, 
Espionage, Hacking, Protecting Individuals vs protecting internet, Big data, Personal data, Network 
infrastructure, Data storage 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, Regionalism/Fragmentation, Sovereignty and State Power, 
Development, Human Rights, (Over) Securitization; electronic Pearl Harbor, Extra-territoriality, Reach 
of international law, Leadership, Cooperation 

 
Explanation: Canada will be in a more restricted situation if Britain decides to ban Huawei as four of 
five Five Eye nations will have banned the tech company outright. As a result, Canada will have a 
challenging decision to make in terms of maintaining close allyship or adopting the 5G technology. 
Canada’s situation will be restricted as the alliance is more important than gaining the tech from China. 

 
Challenges: The challenges that become present with the decision to ban Huawei outright in Canada 
are significant in terms of the relationship between China and Canada. This ban will open Canada up 
to legal repercussions from China. (As mentioned, a deal signed by the Harper administration would 
put China in a legal position to sue Canada.) Another challenge Canada would face is that it would be 
longer until 5G would be able to come to Canada. Currently, Huawei is the leader in the development 
of the 5G network, and has the most advanced version to date. 

 
Justification: It is not worth Canada risking partnership with the other members of the Five Eyes 
which would risk intelligence sharing between these nations as well as lose trust from the US. The US 
has reached bipartisan agreement that the two nations will have network infrastructure decoupled as a 
result of Canada adopting the Chinese technology. This decoupling would harm Canadian access to 
online communication internationally.  
 

Scenario 2: Britain Adopts Huawei’s 5G Technology and is Excluded from the Five Eyes Alliance 
 

Scenario 2 is very similar to scenario 1; however, given Britain’s history of ignoring US diplomatic 
pressure, it is likely that Britain will adopt Huawei’s 5G technology. Both British and Canadian cybersecurity 
officials have made it clear that adopting Huawei’s 5G technology would not pose a significant threat, but 
that measures would be put extra caution would be taken to ensure that there are no breaches in security. 
Despite this, if Britain adopts Huawei’s 5G technology and is subsequently excluded from the Five Eyes 
network by the US, then Canada should not adopt Huawei’s 5G technology. Allowing Britain to test 
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America’s seriousness about this issue first will give the Canadian government a strong indicator of the 
kinds of consequences that the US may impose if Huawei’s technology is adopted. If Britain is excluded 
from the Five Eyes network, Canada should not include Huawei in its 5G plans. 
 
4.2  Canada Should not Adopt Huawei Technology 
 

Actors: Governments, Non state actors, Consumers, Citizens, Private enterprise, Civil society, 
Government of Canada, US, China, EU, OAS,  
Type of Recommendation: Scenario-based 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Surveillance/Data collection, Commodification of Information, 
Social dependence (80%+ Canadians using the internet actively), Security threat, Social division, 
Access, Trust/Mistrust, Governance, Espionage, Hacking, Protecting Individuals vs protecting internet, 
Big data, Personal data, Storage and communication of data 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, Regionalism/Fragmentation, Sovereignty and State Power, 
Development, Human Rights, Extra-territoriality, Reach of international law, Leadership, Cooperation 
 
Explanation: While both British and Canadian tech specialists highlight that Huawei would not pose a 
significant threat, there need to be extra precautions taken by other nations to ensure increased 
security to mitigate potential breaches. 
 
Challenges: This recommendation presents the challenge of waiting out the decision of Britain. Using 
them as a ‘tester’ will be beneficial, however, it would slow down the process of gaining 5G in Canada. 
If Britain were to adopt Huawei, and were excluded by the Five Eyes, Canada does not gain a flexible 
approach to the adoption. As there has been many statements highlighting the severing of relations by 
the US to Canada, it is not a guarantee that Canada would automatically remain a member of the Five 
Eyes. 
 
Justification: If Britain is to adopt Huawei and is subsequently expelled from the Five Eyes alliance, it 
is not in Canada’s best interest to not adopt the tech as it would likely also be excluded. Canada 
should wait for Britain to test America’s patience to see the result of adopting Huawei tech, in order to 
properly assess the repercussions of adoption. In the case that Britain is excluded, Canada should not 
adopt Huawei technology.  

 
Scenario 3: Britain Adopts Huawei’s 5G Technology and Remains in the Five Eyes Alliance 
 
Given all the current parameters, this scenario is perhaps the most likely to occur of the three. The British 
Parliament is close to voting on including Huawei’s 5G technology despite US, Australia, and New 
Zealand’s concerns. Given that Britain is an integral part of the Five Eyes network, it would be unlikely that 
Britain would be excluded from the network by the US, although some political tensions may arise. While 
this scenario would certainly give the Canadian government room to maneuver, it must still be careful about 
including Huawei in its 5G network. While Canada may not be ousted from the Five Eyes network, there 
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may still be network decoupling based on US security concerns which would be a major boon on Canadian 
connectivity. Because of this, we recommend that Canada communicate with the US to ensure that it can 
adopt Huawei’s 5G technology without any reprisals given the precedent set by the British government. It is 
most important that Canada preserve its network connectivity with the US and its position in the Five Eyes 
network. Any decision that compromises these would be disastrous for the Canadian economy or security. 
 
4.3  Canada has maneuverability in adopting Huawei, and should consult the US senate prior to adoption of 

tech to properly assess potential repercussions of the adoption. 
 

Actors: Governments, Non state actors, Consumers, Citizens, Private enterprise, Civil society, 
Government of Canada, US, China, EU, OAS, etc 
Type of Recommendation: Scenario-based 
Main Cyber Issues Involved: Privacy, Surveillance/Data collection, Innovation, Commodification of 
Information, Security threat, Access, Ownership/control of resources, Trust/Mistrust, Governance, 
Espionage, Hacking, Protecting Individuals vs protecting internet, Big data, Personal data, Storage 
and communication of data 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, Regionalism/Fragmentation, Sovereignty and State Power, 
Development, Human Rights, Extra-territoriality, Reach of international law, Leadership, Cooperation 
 
Explanation: Given that Britain is a key member of the Five Eyes, it is unlikely that they would be 
ousted from the alliance. This would give Canada maneuverability in their decision to adopt Huawei. 
By adopting Huawei, Canada would gain access to a 5G network faster than using another provider as 
Huawei is currently the leader in developing the technology. The European developers, as well as 
AT&T in the US are close to developing the same technology but are not yet at the same point as 
Huawei. Therefore, Canada would be in a waiting position to adopt another provider’s technology. The 
presence of Huawei in Canada would also facilitate the addition of 5G and would also support the 
relationship between Canada and China. 
 
Challenges: Backlash for the adoption of Huawei from the US is highly likely, as numerous 
statements from US politicians highlighted the severing of ties as a result of untrustworthiness of 
Canada’s decision. Political tension may develop as a result of the non-consensus on Huawei tech 
between the states. The decoupling of Canada and the US would result due to the concerns from the 
US on Huawei. 
 
Justification: With the adoption of Huawei tech by Britain and it remaining a member of the alliance, 
Canada would gain the ability to consider the adoption of the tech as well. While there is a greater 
ability to decide on the adoption of the tech, it is recommended that Canada act in the interest of 
maintaining strong alliances as well as working to preserve network connectivity.  
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Information Warfare 
Threats of Misinformation & Disinformation  
 

Background  
 

Robinson, Jones and Janicke in “Cyber warfare: Issues and Challenges” provide solid background 
on the various definitional issues with the terms “cyber warfare” and “information warfare.” They discuss 
four definitions of information warfare. Thomas Rhona defined the term as “the strategic, operation, and 
tactical level competitions across the spectrum of peace, crisis, crisis escalation, conflict, war, war 
termination, and reconstitution/restoration, waged between competitors, adversaries or enemies using 
information means to achieve their objectives.”232 Martin Libicki broke down information warfare into seven 
sub-categories: command-and-control, intelligence-based, electronic, psychological, hacker, economic 
information, and cyber.233 Dorothy Denning defined information warfare as “offensive and defensive 
operations against information resources of a win-lose nature.”234 Kopp argued that the one of the main 
facets of information warfare was to “corrupt, deny degrade and exploit adversary information and 
information systems and processes while protecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of one's 
own information.”235  

Robinson et al. do not conclude on a preferred definition for information warfare. One conclusion 
can be drawn from their analysis that “information warfare” is viewed mostly through a state-centric lens in 
which states act within cyberspace to achieve strategic aims related to cyberspace. Their definition of cyber 
warfare as “the use of cyber attacks with a warfare-like intent” is similarly state-centric. The most 
comprehensive analysis of cyber warfare from a state-centric perspective is NATO’s Tallinn Manual on 
International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare which “gives guidance on how existing laws of armed 
conflict apply to cyber war.”236  

These definitions and the Tallinn Manual focus narrowly on both the state and on information and 
cyber warfare specifically as threats to ICTs. The selected cases on anti-intellectualism and the use of the 
internet by terrorist organizations consider a different understanding of information warfare which prioritizes 
information as the object of study. These cases look at information warfare from which a public diplomacy 
perspective, whereby non-state and state actors weaponize information in cyberspace to achieve strategic 
aims. For this purpose, information warfare is defined as “develop[ing] and us[ing] in practice various 
synthetic technologies in order to manage group and mass opinion in rival (opponent) countries.”237 This 
passage in “Information Warfare and Deception” by William Hutchinson elaborates on this idea: 

 
“Information in the Information Age is about controlling the ‘infosphere’. It includes 
perceptions and information flows at the tactical, operational and strategic level in times of 
peace, tension, and war. As such, it means controlling sources and the dissemination of 
information that favours the dominant party. As such, that information may or may not 
represent physical reality. In other words, “information that favours the dominant party” might 
be a subset of ‘reality’ or, in fact, an ‘artificial reality.’238 
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This is not new to the conduct of warfare. Hutchinson tells the story of the conceptual development of 
information warfare through the advent of news media and reporting during wartime, beginning during the 
Vietnam War in the United States.239 Since then, the US government has adapted to a changing mass 
media landscape and actively utilized public diplomacy techniques to control information within its 
population, deemed “information operations.”240 As media and the ‘infosphere’ has increasingly moved 
online, so has information warfare. With the development of social media and a rapid expansion of the 
‘infosphere’ in the 21st century, public diplomacy techniques have been adopted by non-state actor groups 
including terrorist organizations like ISIS and Al Qaeda, anti-vaxxers and climate change deniers who craft 
narratives to persuade people online. 
 Ignas Kalpokas in “Information Warfare On Social Media: A Brand Management Perspective” 
examines how actors can successfully create and spread information and narratives through social media. 
For example, through what the author calls “social cyber influence campaigns,” consumers contribute to 
“open source branding” whereby “consumers are the creators of the value that they themselves 
consume.”241 This is effectively an explanation of virality online. When an actor creates a piece of 
information, the information builds an inertia formed by devoted consumers who read, internalize, endorse, 
and share the information with other consumers. An understanding of the networked spread of 
dis/misinformation online through information warfare tactics is a serious challenge for the international 
community, and has negative implications for issues ranging from public health, to national security, to 
safety from the potential impacts of climate change. 
 

Anti-Intellectualism 
 

In recent years, there has been a distinct rise in the number and influence of anti-intellectual 
groups within Canada, the United States, and globally which have been propagated through online 
mediums, specifically utilizing information warfare to spread their message. This includes the anti-
vaccination movement and climate denial. Moreover, various populist governments have come to power on 
a message disparaging those who are highly educated, again using methods of mis/disinformation and 
engaging in information warfare. 

The anti-vaccination movement has dominated the international press in recent years as the 
growing influence of this movement which began with a now disavowed article by British doctor Andrew 
Wakefield linking the vaccination for Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (MMR) with autism and spread by 
celebrity personalities like Jenny McCarthy and even Oprah Winfrey.242 While the first wave of anti-vax 
sentiment spread after Wakefield’s findings in 1998, trust was slowly rebuilt until the Web 2.0 era, the era of 
user-generated online content, which has once again brought the anti-vaccine movement to prominence.243 
These groups have attempted to reframe themselves from anti-vaccine to pro safe vaccine while also 
skewing the results of scientific studies, framing vaccines are unnatural, and attacking critics as 
pharmaceutical industry “shills.”244 Web 2.0 has brought together fringe elements who have always been 
against vaccination to have a more potent online presence, but they have also spread their influence 
through the use of these common tropes to reach those who are already predisposed to be distrustful of 
expert figures like doctors and scientists, and who are looking for an alternative source of knowledge.245 
The results have been catastrophic. With vaccination rates falling below the approximately 96-99% 
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necessary to maintain herd immunity, previously eradicated diseases are now re-emerging in society.246 
While Tafuri et al. emphasize the necessity for Health Care Workers (HCWs) to educate themselves to 
combat the anti-vaccination movement, it is clear that a far more comprehensive approach will likely be 
necessary to mitigate the widespread effects of the anti-vaccination movement.247  

Climate denial groups are quite similar, although there is one important distinction to make 
between climate deniers and anti-vaccination groups. Like anti-vaccination groups, they craft the 
appearance of legitimacy online. The Global Warming Policy Forum (GWPF) for instance, which has almost 
8,000 Facebook likes, begins its deception with its official sounding name and uses tactics like hyperlinking 
work done by themselves or other climate denial sites in lieu of external sourcing to appear legitimate.248 
While they also misrepresent scientific data through editorializing headlines, referencing discredited 
information, or simply lying about findings.249 The difference though is that climate denial groups are 
supported by industry-funded or conservative think tanks who have a vested interest in climate denial – 
something which does not exist with the anti-vaccination movement.250 

With the rising popularity and influence of these anti-intellectual movements, populist politicians, 
parties, and now elected governments are embracing this anti-intellectualism. Donald Trump stated on the 
campaign trail that “Autism has become an epidemic. You take this little beautiful baby and you pump… I 
mean it looks just like it’s meant for a horse, not a child.”251 He further claimed that climate change is a 
hoax perpetrated by the Chinese.252 While Viktor Orban has banned gender studies in Hungarian 
universities stating that only two genders exist despite the abundance of research to the contrary.253 These 
beliefs are being mainstreamed because a distrust of public officials and experts leads to spillover effects, 
including the election of populist, anti-intellectual political figures.254 Political Scientist Jonathan Kennedy 
denotes this relationship between populist politics and the anti-vaccination movement. With more anti-
vaccine advocates come more people who subscribe to the politics of those who espouse populist rhetoric 
which is fundamentally reshaping our international system such as through growing protectionist trade 
policies and immigration restrictions, amongst others.255  
 

Terrorism 
 

The cyber sphere provides a nexus for terrorist organization to conduct information warfare aimed 
at recruiting and radicalizing individuals and populations. The internet is a transformative technology that 
terrorists are exploiting for the spread of propaganda, radicalizing new recruits, and procuring funding. 
Modern and sophisticated information control campaigns center on using online social networking to control 
narratives and recruit assets form the foundation of many operational terrorist networks. By exploring cases 
related to this phenomenon, we can better understand what elements need to be incorporated in order to 
create an effective cyber regime framework that addresses terrorism. 
  Terrorist organizations and insurgencies have long appreciated the importance of shaping the 
perceptions of contested populations. Groups like the Islamic State and Al Qaeda view information warfare 
as the central strategic mechanism through which politico-military activities should be framed.256 These 
operations are often multi-dimensional, targeting both “friend and foe” through the same content and 
messages.257 There are two main streams that IS used to control the flow of information and narratives. 
The first category is formal sources. This includes formally released communiqués, platforms such as 
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billboards in areas that IS controls, online publications (such as Dabiq magazine) and videos.258 The formal 
channel is aimed primary at domestic information control and population suppression. The M.O. of the IS in 
the domestic sphere is to deprive populations from reliable sources of information and instead amplify IS 
backed information sources the support the groups narratives and ideological positions. Many of the 
group’s publications within this category read like news stories analyzing current events. Examples of this 
include pieces about the Assad regime’s targeting of IS ‘citizens’ in Ar-Raqqa to the distribution of food and 
charity to citizens during Ramadan, to the commemoration of the destruction of the Syria-Iraq border.259 
The goal of this practice is to shape the perceptions of contested populations in order to solidify legitimacy 
in newly occupied regions and to provide a ‘personalised’ counter-narrative to Western media reporting as 
well as anti-IS rhetoric. 

Furthermore, IS has used information warfare to give its audiences the perception of an 
accountable and transparent authority. It has established a short film series entitles ‘On Patrol with the 
Office of Consumer Protection’. A featured a short interview with an Ar-Raqqa restaurant worker who stated 
that business was good under IS and that occupational health and hygiene inspections were working well. 
This is not uncommon, as many of IS’ promotional material inside its territory proclaims improvements in 
the populations well-being.  The message to the average citizen with this message is clear: under IS rule 
society will function effectively, government is accountable and is fulfilling God’s will. Controlling the 
perception that life is better under IS is critical to the group’s longevity and political interests. According to 
CIA reporting released in September 2014, IS had a fighting force of 20,000–31,500 stretched across 
approximately one-third of Syria and Iraq.260Without the support of local populations IS would have little 
hope of militarily holding the territory under its control, let alone implementing its highly bureaucratized 
governance apparatus. Since then, ISIS has largely been weakened even further, increasing their reliance 
on information control in order to keep the remaining populations under their control in check. 
  In their ‘informal’ communiqués, IS members use mobile phones and social-media forums like 
Twitter, Diaspora, Reddit, and Facebook to send text, photo and video messages.261 These are targets 
more at international actors, namely at potential recruits. Combat videos, lifestyle Vlogs, and pictures have 
been used in draw in recruits from around the world. They aim to override narratives of IS being weak or a 
brutal lifestyle, instead portraying a life of adventure and personal fulfillment.262 Informal IS mediums often 
serve as channeling mechanisms by finding and drawing in individuals interested in joining IS and 
redirecting them to official channels for recruitment. Key to this is messaging. IS must portray a narrative of 
victory and only victory in order to continue to attract recruits to its Middle Eastern branches. During 2016-
2017, online stories about IS losing the fight had a profound impact on the group. Many recruits were 
unwilling to go to a place where IS was believed to be losing. Instead, branches of IS in Southeast Asia 
received most of the incoming recruit numbers, because they were still winning in this region. This 
highlights how critical it is to the IS position to control the online narrative of who’s winning online. 

Considering the transnational nature of information warfare and disinformation campaigns, our 
recommendations focus primarily on international frameworks. These frameworks incorporate state and 
private actors to re-establish trust in our public institutions and experts. Meaningful domestic policies can 
be implemented by the Canadian government. However, these policies should originate from international 
agreements and commitments with the Canadian government developing, adapting, and implementing 
these frameworks domestically. 
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Recommendations 
 
Considering the transnational nature of information warfare and disinformation campaigns, our 
recommendations focus primarily on international frameworks. These frameworks incorporate state and 
private actors to re-establish trust in our public institutions and experts. 
 
Meaningful domestic policies can be implemented by the Canadian government. However, these policies 
should originate from international agreements and commitments with the Canadian government 
developing, adapting, and implementing these frameworks domestically. 
 
5.1 International Agreement and Framework for the Promotion of Cyber Literacy 
 
 Actors Involved: The United Nations, National Governments and their Respective Educational 

Bodies, Private Citizens 
Type of Solution: Legal and Normative 
Main Issues Involved: Online Radicalization, Internet Access, Social Division, Mis/Disinformation, 
Fake News  
Main IR Issues: Governance, Sovereignty and State Power, Development, Election Interference, 
Reach of International Law, Cooperation 

 
Explanation: One of the leading factors in the proliferation of fake news and the susceptibility of 
citizens to being influenced and manipulated by information warfare for malicious actors is the lack 
of education and cyber literacy. While education curricula cover the basics of math, English, 
science and other required subjects, it neglects to teach students how to identify sources of 
mis/disinformation and how to use the internet to better inform oneself instead of being exposed to 
and believing fake news sources. Consequently, we believe it would be advantageous to negotiate 
an international agreement which would primarily do three things to promote cyber literacy. First, it 
would create a United Nations cyber literacy body, potentially under the auspices of UNESCO, 
which would establish educational curricula standards for national governments to adopt to 
promote cyber literacy by studying of best practices and current challenges in promoting cyber 
literacy while also conducting primary research on improving cyber literacy. Second and most 
importantly, the international agreement would include an incentive structure with monetary 
inducements to encourage the adoption of cyber literacy standards for national governments to 
incorporate in their curricula with the ultimate aim being a mandate for a cyber literacy regulation 
“floor” which all states would have to adopt. Lastly, so that developing countries can participate in 
this initiative, this international agreement would create a funding mechanism to provide developing 
states with better internet access and the funds necessary to enforce a cyber literacy curriculum.  
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Challenges: There are three main challenges to this recommendation. First, acquiring funding for 
international initiatives is notoriously difficult as seen in the battle to establish a global climate fund 
over the past decade. The United States who has historically been one of the largest contributors 
to international institutions would like not contribute to this fund considering their current leadership 
and political climate, however, the EU would perhaps be a willing partner. Second, populist 
governments such as those in the United States and Hungary, as well as those who have utilized 
information warfare to promote their national interests like Russia and China might be hesitant or 
outright hostile to this proposal. Lastly, this recommendation does not address cyber literacy 
amongst older generations who are already out of school. There can be adult cyber literacy 
education classes, but they would likely not be mandatory like elementary and secondary schooling 
is in most countries. 

 
Justification: We are recommending this action because it is one of the least invasive ways to 
combat information warfare and mis/disinformation. Unlike government censorship, promoting 
cyber literacy does not limit the freedom of the internet which we see as an important principle to 
uphold. Further, it empowers individuals to be more responsible citizens and it works to re-
establish trust in experts and expert institutions which has eroded in the past few decades. 
Through these educational efforts, fake news sites can be pushed back to the fringes and the 
internet can be used as a tool to further citizens’ information gathering and learning abilities while 
protecting democratic institutions from malevolent actors who seek to disrupt the system. 

 
5.2 International Commitment to Address Disinformation 
 

Actors Involved: United Nations, National Governments, Citizens, Consumers, Private enterprise 
Type of Solution: Legal and Regulatory 
Main Issues Involved: Mis/disinformation, Censorship, Freedom of Speech, Fake News 
Main IR Issues: Governance, Human Rights, Reach of International Law 
 
Explanation: The primary goal of this international agreement should be to provide a baseline 
commitment on which states can build national policy frameworks to address disinformation and 
limit the ability of non-state actors to intentionally mislead and harm people.  

This international commitment could establish standard definitions for “disinformation,” 
mutually-acceptable citizens’ rights as they relate to disinformation, and commitments for states to 
take measures domestically to safeguard these rights. On this front, some work has already been 
accomplished according to the Council on Foreign Relations.263 The UN Group of Government 
Experts on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of 
International Security (UN GGE) created a “cyber code of conduct” in 2015 which could be 
expanded upon.264 This document noted a previous proposal for an “international code of conduct 
for information security” proposed by a few states including Russia and China in 2015.265 An 
international agreement could set basic standards for how disinformation is understood in its 
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relationship to citizen and consumer rights, and build ground for more ambitious international 
commitments in the future. 

The Canadian government could adapt such an agreement nationally in a few ways. The 
Canadian government could commit to financially supporting civil society organizations and NGOs 
whose mandate it is to spread evidence-based information in cyberspace. These organizations 
could include those related to public health, science and anti-radicalization. This would require 
corporations like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter to seriously curtail content which is 
fundamentally opposed to values articulated in the Charter. Transparency laws could be passed 
which require non-state actors to publicly disclose online who supports them financially. Lastly, the 
Canadian government could follow the example of the European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) which sets standards for corporations which collect data from consumers, and 
defines rights for EU citizens in relation to their data online.266 Canada could develop standards for 
corporations and rights for consumers related to disinformation spread in cyberspace. 

 
Challenges: There are two major challenges to this proposal. The first is the political environment 
surrounding “freedom of speech” in Canada and the United States. Any attempt by the Canadian 
government to regulate ‘speech’ online could be politically costly. By approaching this from a civil 
society and Charter rights perspective, these political costs may be reduced. Secondly, any 
international agreement must satisfy states who typically demand strong clauses respecting 
national sovereignty. However, the proposal from China and Russia does provide some hope that 
an agreement on information could be possible. Also, establishing broader guidelines related to 
disinformation regulation, instead of legally-binding obligations, should reassure states that they 
have latitude to decide their own policy domestically. However, this raises another challenge: who 
defines “disinformation?” An international agreement on information warfare could permit 
authoritarian regimes to regulate any groups in cyberspace which threaten their legitimacy. 
 
Justification: The primary goal of these initiatives is to protect citizens from non-state actors 
intending to use principles of information warfare to achieve harmful strategic aims. Related to anti-
intellectualism, there is a serious need for governments to characterize anti-vaxxer organizations 
as security threats and address them accordingly. While criminalization may be too unpalatable for 
free speech absolutists, delegitimizing these groups and revealing their political aims through 
mandated transparency laws could be effective. Related to anti-terrorism, corporations like Twitter 
have taken measures to remove accounts linked to ISIS from their platforms. However, a 
concerted international effort to deplatform extremist/terrorist groups could be incredibly effective in 
eliminating their ability to practice information warfare and spread disinformation.  
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Election Interference 
Foreign Intervention in the Cyberspace 
 

Background 
 

When discussing election interference, it is important to note that it is impossible to determine the 
exact effect an event or story has on the public's perception of political actors and parties. Elections also vary 
greatly, which means different countries face different challenges when it comes to mitigating interference. 
For instance, when looking at countries like Ukraine, the United States, and Sweden, the issues faced 
surrounding election interference differ. We will be looking at the effects of and use of, misinformation and 
disinformation within these countries and attempt to make recommendations for the upcoming Canadian 
federal election.  
 

Case Study: The United States of America 
 

We are currently witnessing the decline in reputable journalism in the United States. This decline can 
be attributed to a myriad of factors including, but not limited to: general distrust of journalistic institutions, a 
lack of representation, and the repercussions of shrinking revenue.267 In particular, traditional news sources 
(i.e. print, radio, and cable news) are seeing a decrease in the share of their countries’ total advertising 
revenues.268 Instead of these traditional sources being the dominant actors in the dissemination of 
information, the internet, including social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter and search engines like 
Google, now have a larger audience. This shift is particularly concerning because new media does not 
undergo the same level of scrutiny as traditional media and are not held accountable to the information they 
spread.  

This has become an issue in the United States in particular because private actors have used the 
internet as a tool to distribute false information, making mis/disinformation a major cause for concern. After 
the American Presidential Election in 2016, a variety of studies sought to quantify and categorize the types 
of fake news stories which circulated during the race. These studies will be analyzed to determine their impact 
on the outcome of the 2016 federal election.  
 

The Internet and the 2016 Election 
 

According to Allcott and Gentzkow’s study, 62 percent of adults received news on social media during 
the 2016 election.269 In addition, popular fake news stories received more shares and interactions than 
mainstream media stories. Of the stories analyzed in their study of the 156 most shared fake stories on 
Facebook, 115 of them were pro-Trump or anti-Clinton with a total of 30 million shares whereas 41 of them 
were Pro-Clinton or anti-Trump with a total of 7.6 million shares. This study shows that voters rely on internet 
media as a replacement for legacy news sources. This has also resulted in is a greater exposure to fake 
news for Republican voters in particular.270 
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One particular issue is determining the impact a story might have on an election. Kathleen Hall 
argues that “linguistic priming, media agenda setting and framing, the susceptibilities of late deciders, the 
dispositions of those who view both candidates unfavorably, [and] the effects of imbalances in the amount of 
negative information available about alternative candidates,” were all ways the fake news stories could have 
affected voting outcomes.271 She emphasizes how stories created during the election were mostly aimed at 
mobilizing and demobilizing the types of voters Trump needed to win.272 This is also reflected by Allcott and 
Gentzkow’s study where the most prominent stories shared were Pro-Trump or Anti-Clinton. They correlate 
to a rise in the creation of these stories to a rise of support from white evangelicals and military households 
for Trump. This was in combination with stories used to suppress the support of black voters and supporters 
of Democratic Primary candidate Bernie which Hall argues was enough to get Donald Trump elected to 
office.273 
 

Foreign Influences in 2016  
 

Internet news sources seek out ad revenue through viewership and shares which has resulted in the 
creation of news stories that appeal to emotion and entertainment value. Unfortunately, fake news stories 
have become profitable and have dominated online news. This is evident by the fact that fake news stories 
generate more interaction online than news stories from traditional news outlets.274 During the 2016 election 
some journalists were able to track an upsurge in fake stories originating from Veles, Macedonia. There was 
a group of computer science undergraduates and teenagers who launched multiple websites with English 
domains like USADailyPolitics.com, WorldPoliticus.com and DonaldTrumpNews.co. The stories distributed 
on these domains generated large, engaged audiences earning some students thousands of Euros daily in 
digital advertising revenue.275 Vian Bakir and Andrew McStay also explain how experiments with left leaning 
content under-performed when compared to Pro-Trump content. This showed that fake stories generated for 
ad revenue purposes did disproportionately benefit the Trump campaign.276 
 

Ukraine in Focus  
 

Election interference conducted through information warfare tactics is best analyzed through the 
2016 Ukrainian Presidential Election. Ordinarily, individuals receive most of their information from traditional 
media sources like cable, print, and radio. In some countries, like Russia, these sources are either owned by 
the state, controlled by the state, or heavily influenced by the state.277 In extreme cases, this means that the 
state has a monopoly on information. Thus, information can often double as propaganda or be used to create 
specific narratives.278 With the introduction of the internet and social media the state has lost this monopoly. 
But states like Russia have been proving this to be incorrect. 

With regard to Ukraine, Russia has incorporated cyberspace into its strategic information warfare 
policy.279 In addition to controlling a variety of traditional news sources, Russia has also made an effort to 
turn social media into a weapon.280 When a state is unable to comprehend social media, private actors can 
use it to oppose popular narratives and promote dissent.281 However, when a state is knowledgeable about 
social media, they attempt to promote pro-state narratives. 
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One such tactic is strategic posts to social media sites. For example, to control the narrative of the 
Crimean conflict, resources have been devoted to creating “official, semi-official, and unofficial sources of 
war-related information.”282 Other efforts include the illegal retrieval of information which is often released 
without authorization.283 The results of such tactics mean that individuals must be critical of the information 
they come across. 

Another strategy is the outright dissemination of fake news. An example of this occurred when the 
Russian media organization Channel One reported that a 3-year-old boy was crucified by Ukrainian soldiers, 
even though it never happened.284 Alternatively, social media functions differently. Here, information is less 
vetted and is not held to a high degree of scrutiny. For example, a Twitter user posted a photo of a crying girl 
who was allegedly murdered, although it was actually a still from the film The Brest Fortress.285 Traditional 
and social media are not mutually-exclusive as overlap tends to occur fairly frequently. For example, 
traditional media will sometimes cite a tweet or Facebook post that is spreading false information.286  

Also in the Ukraine case, trolls or ‘opinion agents’ are used as a strategy.287 These people actively 
make posts that either impersonate specific groups, actively spread fake information, or oppose what they 
deem to be harmful opinions.288 This makes it extremely difficult to use social media as users are unaware of 
who is a truly opinionated person or a troll. The Russian government has been so successful with their use 
of trolls that a US commander described their tactics as “the most amazing information warfare blitzkrieg we 
have ever seen in the history of information warfare.”289 

Since it is difficult to track, we cannot confidently say whether any of these strategies had an effect 
on the outcome of the recent Ukrainian Presidential election. Instead, it is confirmed that there was an attempt 
to alter the actual outcome of the ballot counting process.290 The attack was launched by a hacktivist group 
known as CyberBerkut.291 On the 21st of May 2014, CyberBerkut hacked into Ukraine’s Central Election 
Commission where they disabled core network nodes and components of the election system. 292, 293 The 
result was that a live count was broadcasted for an entire day prior to the end of the election. Additionally, 
malware was planted in the voting software which sought to alter the data that was collected.294 A conclusive 
link to the Russian government was unable to be established. 
 

Combatting Election Interference in Sweden  
 

Due to the perceived threat of Russian election interference, within the past three years, the Swedish 
government has started to implement several active defensive measures to raise the country’s preparedness 
to an election interference attempt. Before the September 2018 elections, Sweden began to provide 
additional resources towards enhancing its information and cyber security strategies across all levels of 
government. One of the collaborations that took place was between the Swedish Armed Forces and the 
Swedish National Defense Radio Establishment to strengthen the country’s cyber defense capabilities.295 
Furthermore, the Swedish government updated its national security strategy document. The document 
placed high importance on protecting democracy and freedom of speech and elections from the threats of 
interference from foreign actors and/or states.296 Along with this strategy, the Swedish government presented 
a specific “societal information and cyber security” strategy that encourages a “whole-of-society approach.”297 
The new Swedish strategy involves multiple levels of responsibility including the roles of national, regional 
and local government actors and includes non-state actors like private corporations and stakeholders as well 
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as citizens. While finally, in January of last year, they created an agency responsible for psychological 
defense that specifically focuses on countering disinformation and foreign influence. 
  For the September 2018 election, Sweden had assigned the Civil Contingencies Agency to be the 
lead agency and coordinator of the nation’s efforts to counter disinformation and influence operations 
throughout the country. They conducted an analysis along with the Swedish Police Authority and the 
Election Authority to bring to light what type of vulnerabilities they may expect within their system. This 
analysis led to the Civil Contingencies Agency disseminating information and guidance to relevant actors. 
Around 7,000 civil servants at all different levels received training on influence operations and the risks tied 
with them. The goal was to increase their capability to identify vulnerabilities and counter any threats to the 
election process. One example of this was creating a type of “Facebook hotline” to provide government 
officials a forum to report fake Facebook pages. The Civil Contingencies Agency, the Swedish Police and 
the Election Authority have all worked together to create a high-level national forum to coordinate 
preemptive defense mechanisms and to strengthen Sweden’s overall ability to fight against any 
interference that occurs related to elections.298 
  The Government of Sweden also works directly with the media to ensure the public’s access to 
reliable and truthful information.299 The government holds several meetings with traditional and social 
media representatives to go over possible procedures to combat disinformation and bolster cyber security. 
The Civil Contingencies Agency meets quarterly through its chaired Media Preparedness Council to go 
over this dialogue within a formal setting. The Civil Contingencies Agency and the Election Authority work 
together to offer training to all major Swedish media groups to increase their ability to recognize and flag 
falsified information relating to the election. Another government agency, the Swedish Media Council, 
works to empower young people as informed media users and has created a nationwide educational 
program to teach youth about Russian propaganda. Some Swedish media outlets have also followed suit 
and launched their own efforts like creating forums that counter disinformation and fact-check. Another 
focus of the Swedish Police is to educate politicians and political parties to raise their awareness and 
involvement to counter it. They also provided a handbook to 50,000 politicians at each level of government 
that works as a guidebook about how to spot disinformation campaigns, increase password protection, how 
external actors hack into computer systems and what kind of steps to take in order to better protect 
themselves.300 

The government of Sweden has placed protecting the democratic system at the forefront of its 
national security goals and is taking the threat of election interference very seriously. Due to the perceived 
threat of Russian government election interference, Sweden is taking precautionary measures to raise 
awareness and capabilities to stop it from happening to them. 
 

Cambridge Analytica Case Study 
 

Cambridge Analytica is a political data analytics firm that specializes in collecting large amounts of 
consumer data. This is data that political organizations can utilize for targeted advertisements to internet 
users. In 2014, the firm harvested millions of Facebook users’ data without authorization. Facebook estimates 
that around 87 million users were affected, including 622,000 Canadians.301 In particular, Cambridge 
Analytica was involved with a pro-Brexit campaign organization, Leave.EU and later, in 2016, was involved 
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in doing political work for the future U.S. president Donald Trump’s general election campaign. On May 1st, 
2018, the company closed down because of negative publicity relating to a Facebook investigation.302 
  Christopher Wylie had helped create AggregateIQ, a B.C. based consultancy firm that he says 
created Ripon, the program used by Cambridge Analytica to target Republican voters in the United States. 
AggregateIQ is under close scrutiny in Britain for its involvement in the 2016 Brexit referendum. Wylie 
alleges that the company wrongfully received campaign funds from the anti-EU side in the referendum, 
while a group of British lawyers released documents claiming that the company did participate in a plan to 
break election laws. Another company involved was the parent company of Cambridge Analytica, SCL 
Elections. SCL Elections CEO, Alexander Nix, was once in charge of Cambridge Analytica until he was 
later suspended. An undercover investigation done by Britain’s Channel 4 leaked coverage of Nix and other 
Cambridge Analytica executives suggesting they could use bribes and other illegal tactics to help clients 
achieve their political ends. After Wylie left Cambridge Analytics, he created Eunoia Technologies, which is 
another data-analytics company. In 2016, the firm signed a $100,000 contract with the Canadian Liberal 
Research Bureau for a project that would help monitor social-media. Canada’s Privacy Commissioner 
Daniel Therrien’s office is now formally investigating Facebook over this incident.303 
  The data was obtained through a personality testing application on Facebook. The application was 
called, “thisisyourdigitallife,” and some 270,000 people downloaded it and used it. The application’s 
licensing agreement required users to provide their personal information. It not only allowed Cambridge 
Analytica to acquire their personal information but also that of their friends on Facebook. AggregateIQ used 
the data derived from the Facebook information to develop a program called Ripon, which was designed to 
manage fundraising and voter databases. It targeted specific voters based on psychological profiles 
created from the data and used questionnaires and surveys to collect more political data for the use of 
bolstering the Republican Party. Facebook allowed for research methods like this application to take place, 
but did not allow it to be sold to a third party. When Facebook learned that this data was sold and used for 
political ends in 2015, it discretely asked the parties involved to discard all the collected data and did not 
ask for confirmation that the data had been deleted. Cambridge Analytica did not delete the data.304 The 
company worked on election campaigns in several major states for a Republican political action committee. 
Its main objective was “voter disengagement” and “to persuade Democrat voters to stay at home.”305 
  This example illuminates the dire need to set higher standards and expectations for corporations 
and social media platforms like Facebook to better protect its users from data being manipulated and used 
to influence the election process and outcome. Similar instances of unidentified election interference could 
exist on social media platforms, putting Canadians at risk in the next election. Facebook is beginning to 
change policies to better protect its users’ personal data, however, other organizations need to follow suit. 
Individuals should also be aware of the type of information they are allowing to be collected through user 
agreements of many applications and websites. Corporations within Canada need to bar applications from 
collecting personal details about users and using that data for commercial purposes relating to elections. 
Facebook said it will keep looking into the misuse of data of Cambridge Analytica and will be more aware if 
other companies are trying to do this as well. Jeff Chester, who works for the Center for Digital Democracy, 
a digital advocacy group in Washington, said faults in Facebook’s privacy practices will not disappear 
despite the end of Cambridge Analytica. Chester said, “Cambridge Analytica's practices, although it 
crossed ethical boundaries, is really emblematic of how data-driven digital marketing occurs worldwide. 
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Rather than rejoicing that a bad actor has met its just reward, we should recognize that many more 
Cambridge Analytica-like companies are operating in the conjoined commercial and political 
marketplace.”306 
 
Recommendations  
 
6.1 Establish NGOs and Civil Society Organizations Dedicated to Reviewing and Fact-Checking Public 
Information and Media 

 
Actors Involved: Private Actors (Corporations, Academic Institutions, etc.), NGOs. 
Type of Recommendation: Legal and Normative, Technological. 
Main Issues Involved: Elections interference, Disinformation, Misinformation, Fake News   
Main IR Issues: Governance, Sovereignty and State Power, Election Interference, Cooperation 
 
Explanation: Of particular interest is StopFake.org, which is an initiative that Canadian citizens 
could take use in countering disinformation. Canada could create a platform that mirrors StopFake. 
Its mission was to analyze large volumes of information and publish only what they could 
definitively prove false. Their webpage uses a form through which readers can submit news stories 
for evaluation. Their commitment to upholding journalistic objectivity is the ideal scenario of 
Western media practice, and calls for a bottom-up approach. Civil society actors will be involved in 
the fact-checking process and presenting it to the public. Information will only be published on 
StopFake if it can be deemed irrefutably untruthful and misrepresentative.  

 
Challenges: This recommendation could face backlash as a form of government or corporate 
censorship. With regards to the governmental approach, detractors will see this as the beginning of 
an institution in which truth is heavily controlled by the government. This necessitates a focus on 
private actors rather than governments, to mitigate this risk. Governments must first work on 
building trust before taking a major role in information evaluation and control. However, in using the 
private approach, challenges in regards to access may still arise. Although private actors are 
generally better situated to provide the tools and skills to gauge the credibility of information, 
encouraging individuals to make use of such information is difficult. This may be due to issues of 
access or mistrust.   

 
Justification: This recommendation assumes that those who have the ability to act, should act. By 
subjecting information sources to the scrutiny of fact-checking organizations, sources of 
misinformation will become apparent. Sources known for frequently spreading misinformation will 
be exposed and those who are not known for it will gain credibility. By having organizations that run 
independently from government institutions, this recommendation avoids related issues of 
government corruption and trust. 
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6.2 Comprehensive Legislation that Requires Multiple Methods of Counting Ballots  
 
Actors Involved: The Integrated Technological Crime Unit (ITCU) of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police (RCMP), Department of Justice Canada, Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada 
(OPC), Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CTRC), Shared Services 
Canada (SSC), Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS), Defence Research and Development Canada 
(DRDC), Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada, Department of National Defence 
(DND), Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, Communications 
Security Establishment (CSE), Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre (CAFC), Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service (CSIS), Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED), BlackBerry 
Limited, Rogers Communications Inc., Bell Canada, and other relevant Non-Governmental 
Organizations and Private Actors. 
Type of Recommendation: Legislative, Technological. 
Main Issues Involved: Elections Interference, Information Security, and Regulation. 
Main IR Issues Involved: Governance, State Power, Election Interference, and Sovereignty.  
 
Explanation: As shown by the interference of the 2016 Ukraine Presidential election, electronic 
methods can be compromised by outside actors. For instance, the malware that ensured that the 
electronic counting system would display a preferred result regardless of the actual outcome came 
from an external source. Conducting a physical count in addition to the electronic count protected 
the integrity of the final results. Further, using a closed platform for the electronic ballot will ensure 
that key controls can only be accessed internally. Thus, multiple forms of ballot counting, in addition 
to more secure electronic ballot systems, will lower the chances of successful interference. The 
physical count, alongside the Russian news report, revealed that the results of the electronic ballot 
counting system were altered. Physical ballots, although they require manpower, are not as 
susceptible to alteration.  
 
Challenges: Some problems arise with using a two-pronged approach. When using physical and 
electronic counting systems, the costs of facilitating increase exponentially. For instance, the costs 
of training physical ballot counters as well as the financial burden of maintaining the software and 
hardware of electronic ballots is discouraging. Likewise, the creation and maintenance of a network 
that is wholly dedicated to elections is costly due to the infrastructure that must be laid down. As a 
closed system, either heavy duty encryption or a wired connection must be built to ensure that there 
are no external access points, without sacrificing reliability. Finally, more methods of counting ballots 
increase the possibility of mistakes and present a challenge for timing. 
 
Justification: Ensuring that multiple methods of counting can protect against any sort of 
interference. If the physical is compromised, then the electronic is maintained and vice-versa. This 
increases the overall security of elections as the possibility to interfere is reduced across all methods. 
Further, each method acts as a failsafe option in case one method is compromised. 
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6.3 International Agreement and Framework for Maintaining the Integrity of Sovereign Democratic Elections 
 

Actors Involved: The United Nations, National Governments (and their respective domestic bodies), 
Private Actors, Non-Governmental Organizations 
Type of Recommendation: Legal, Regulatory, Educational 
Main Issues Involved: Disinformation, Misinformation, Fake News, Censorship, Free Speech, 
Control of Information, Government vs. Private Responsibilities 
Main IR Issues Involved: Sovereignty, Governance, Human Rights, International Law, Norm 
Violation, State Power, Democracy, Elections Interference, Security 

 
Explanation: A framework which is targeted at maintaining national sovereignty, with a focus on 
elections, can be effective at safeguarding the integrity of elections internationally. Through 
international commitments against interference, norms can be built which delineate the boundaries 
between acceptable and unacceptable uses of state influence. 
 
Challenges: With regards to an international agreement framework, the main challenge will be in 
building consensus among the various states, considering the inherent desire to protect national 
sovereignty.  
 
Justification: With the growing threat of cyber interference, there is a dire need to better protect the 
election process from foreign and domestic interference.  
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Conclusion 
Summary of Case Studies 
 

As evidenced throughout this report, 
developments in cyber technology and their 
potential misuse poses a number of significant 
challenges to the interests of individuals, 
corporations, national governments, and the 
international community. While each section of 
this report offers recommendations geared 
towards mitigating or eliminating the challenges 
associated with a single area of concern 
regarding cyberspace, the only way to address 
the underlying challenges behind these concerns 
is the coordination of a number of diverse policy 
recommendations and actors. The issues 
outlined in this report highlight five underlying 
challenges associated within cyberspace, and 
one challenge which, while not inherently cyber, 
does have impacts on responses to specific 
cyber issues. These challenges consist of a lack 
of cyber-literacy, the absence of international 
standards, formal rights and protections for 
individuals online, ineffective incentives for 
corporations to act in the interest of the public 
good online, the lack of trust in public institutions, 
and the unequal access to cyber technologies 
worldwide. Each of these challenges must be 
addressed in order to establish an effective 
international cyber regime. 
 The first of these challenges addressed 
throughout the report is the general lack of cyber 
literacy on the part of governments, corporations 
and individual users. Increasing cyber literacy 
internationally is beneficial for a number of 
reasons, as it decreases risks related to privacy 
and security of individuals online and reduces the 
effectiveness of fake news. Various 
recommendations throughout this report are 
aimed at increasing cyber literacy among 

individual users, corporate employees, and the 
international community as a whole to particularly 
combat election interference in Ukraine and the 
United States and mis/disinformation which have 
propagated false ideas surrounding the efficacy 
of vaccines for instance.  
 The second of these challenges is the 
lack of international frameworks and regulations 
regarding cyber technologies and online 
practices. Due to the inherently transnational 
nature of the internet and cyber technologies, no 
single nation, body, or organization is capable of 
enforcing its standards or vision for cyber 
governance on the entirety of cyberspace. Only 
through cooperation and collaboration can 
effective policies addressing the concerns and 
implications of cyber technology be effective. By 
establishing international frameworks and 
standards, continuity of practices can be 
achieved transnationally. This would allow for 
data to be secure regardless of where it is 
located or who is collecting it, the creation of 
common development practices which utilizes 
new technology like cryptocurrencies, or to 
collectively stand against mis/disinformation. 
While domestic policies have been attempted to 
address issues arising in cyberspace, it has 
become clear that international commitments are 
necessary.  
 The third of these challenges is the lack 
of formal rights and protections for individual 
citizens and users when acting online. The 
concerns regarding the rights and privacy of the 
individual online are often connected to the 
treatment of personal data and information 
online, something especially relevant considering 
the extent to which individual data is 
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commodified by private corporations. With 
corporations and governments taking a more 
active role in shaping the nature of access to the 
internet and interactions online, the need for 
protections of individual security and privacy has 
become increasingly evident. From ensuring that 
governments and corporations respect the rights 
of individual privacy, freedom of speech, and 
control over their own information, to ensuring 
users online are acting in an informed and 
responsible manner, improving the formal 
protection for these individual rights online will 
serve to decrease the risks posed to individuals 
by cyber technologies. One major example of 
these risks is that of the retention of individual 
data profiles by major social media services. By 
collecting information on the actions of an 
individual online, private corporations are 
capable of collecting and selling details regarding 
an individual's interests, travel history and 
personal information. By increasing the 
protections afforded to the individual user online, 
both nationally and internationally, much of the 
individual risk posed by cyber technologies can 
be resolved. 
 The fourth challenge is the unequal 
access to the internet worldwide, and the 
implications this inequality has on international 
development. While access to cyber technologies 
has been shown to improve state economies, 
services, and the rate of development within 
these states, large disparities in internet access 
exist across the world. With the potential for 
greater mobility of both information and capital in 
terms of international development and aid, the 
potential benefits posed by cyber technologies 
have become increasingly clear. As recent 
decades have seen an increase in cash transfers 
as a method of international development aid 
provision, the benefits of cyber technologies like 
cryptocurrencies offer potential improvements in 

the efficiency, scope, and transparency of 
development aid. Despite this, there are a 
number of challenges associated with the 
inequality connected to access to cyber 
technologies, such as the high initial cost of 
developing the necessary infrastructure for 
proper use of cyber technologies in developing 
nations. A number of specific recommendations 
made within this report are focused on 
decreasing the cost and impact of this 
infrastructure development and similar cyber 
technologies, so as to make the use of these 
technologies more accessible in the context of 
development aid. 
 The fifth and final of these challenges is 
the lack of incentives for corporations to pursue 
the public good on the internet. Almost all 
corporations are profit-seeking entities, due to 
the responsibility they hold to their shareholders; 
however, actions which promote the public good 
are not always those which produce the greatest 
profits. By creating regulation or incentives for 
corporations, they can be reoriented towards the 
public good, such as legislating greater security 
for private information, or institutionalizing 
hacking-based corporations to find vulnerabilities 
in software. This report addresses some of these 
situations and offers recommendations on 
possible courses of action to rectify these issues 
of incentive. One such example is increasing 
data sovereignty through domestic infrastructure 
development. In some states, corporations do not 
have a profit-based incentive to fully develop 
internet infrastructure, as the cost of expanding 
infrastructure, when compared to the potential 
revenues derived from expansion, are often seen 
as prohibitive. This is especially true in states 
with large, low-population densities and isolated 
areas. In response, public-private partnerships 
can be created, in order to provide the benefits of 
infrastructure to the population, without disrupting 
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the corporations’ responsibility to their 
shareholders.  
 There is one further challenge that 
underpins several of the recommendations, but is 
not inherently cyber-based: the lack of trust in 
public institutions. The recent trend of populism 
worldwide symbolizes another, more insidious 
trend. Individuals no longer trust that their 
governments are pursuing their best interests. 
Lack of trust in government may not be a new 
phenomenon, but it is the extent to which it has 
propagated throughout the globe, alongside new 
cyber-issues such as the spread of 
misinformation and disinformation, that catalyzes 
it into a serious concern. This challenge is seen 
as a factor that amplifies the negative effects of 
fake news, misinformation and disinformation, 
and as such, it is extremely difficult to challenge 
directly. Instead, these recommendations use 
civil society actors and NGOs to combat 
instances of fake news and mis/disinformation, or 
promote cyber literacy in order to increase the 
ability of individuals to combat these trends. 
These groups can respond to factually incorrect 
or partially false statements in media without the 
historic and current distrust tainting their retort, 
as might be the case with national governments.  
While these recommendations do provide certain 
value, there are trade-offs made in these 
decisions. Cyber innovation is definitively 
important to some economies, particularly those 
of developed nations with high levels of internet 
use. As such, innovation should have been more 
thoroughly addressed, to make it more amenable 
to those states with economies more heavily 
reliant on innovation-based tech production. 
Similarly, the focus on the individual over 
corporations can be perceived as another 
possible point of conflict in this cyber regime. 
While the EU has a GDPR which is similarly 
individual focused, China, Russia, USA, and 

other states do not appear to hold the same 
affinity toward protecting individual rights over 
those of corporate or state interests. 
 When considering the recommendations 
laid out throughout this report, it becomes clear 
that a wide variety of actors must be involved in 
the process of addressing the implications and 
risks of cyber technologies, including civil society, 
private corporations, individuals, national 
governments, and international organizations. 
Despite the benefits of addressing a multifaceted 
and transnational issue like cyber governance 
through collaboration both nationally and 
internationally, a number of the 
recommendations made throughout this report 
are focused toward the potential impact of a 
single actor or a small number of actors in its 
implementation. Many of these recommendations 
are straightforward, or uncontroversial in nature, 
and as such can likely be implemented quickly, 
facing only minor challenges to their adoption. 
For example, from the corporate perspective, 
recommendations such as introducing employee 
cyber literacy training, enhanced cybersecurity 
measures or best practices are a few examples 
of these types of recommendations. While many 
of the more promising recommendations involve 
collaboration at the international level, these 
short-term, easily implemented recommendations 
would likely help address the long-term 
challenges posed by cyber technologies, while 
laying the foundation for the more challenging 
recommendations. 
 While recommendations focused on 
short-term aims of single actors to mitigate the 
negative effects of cyber technologies and their 
misuses can work, they do little to address many 
of the underlying causes of these same 
concerns. As a result, many recommendations in 
this report are focused on more ambitious goals, 
primarily involving the collaboration of multiple 
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actors whose interests and agendas may not 
initially be aligned. By working towards 
partnerships between state and non-state actors, 
or international agreements to address the 
transnational implications of cyberspace, these 
recommendations would ideally contribute to the 
underlying goal of this report to develop a truly 
international cyber regime. Finally, while some of 
the recommendations within this report, such as 
improving cyber literacy, may be easy to 
implement by a single actor, the success of these 
programs require continued commitments on the 
part of multiple actors and consistent adaptation 
in the face of ever changing cyber technologies.  
 From the 2018 case of Swedish electoral 
interference to the 2019 Facebook updates 
responding to GDPR, the impacts of cyberspace 
on the world today are readily apparent. As such, 
the recommendations use these developments 
as reference points, with which the current faults 
can be fixed or mitigated. In doing so, it provides 
both short and long-term ideas which can be 

materialized into positive change. This inclusion 
allows a balance between pragmatic immediate 
improvements and long-term goals which 
incremental developments can aim towards. 
Furthermore, it considers challenges to the 
enactment of each recommendation, while also 
reviewing some implications of its 
implementation. While this report does review a 
wide variety contexts, from development to 
corporations and personal data to information 
warfare, it repeatedly returns to a focus on the 
individual. The report continuously advocates 
positions which privilege individuals over other 
actors, especially businesses. While this could be 
considered a weakness of the report, in reflection 
of the countless lives negatively impacted by 
security breaches and government failures, this 
focus on the individual is the right approach to 
building a cyber regime. 
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